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PREFACE

The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control,

Communications, and Intelligence (ASD (C3I)) has established Project ENTERPRISE to continue

the development of the Department of Defense (DoD) Enterprise Model described in the Interim

Management Guidance on Functional Process Improvement (DoD 8020. 1-M).•1' As stated in

that document, the DoD Enterprise Model is an essential element of the DoD Information

Management program.

The first working draft DoD Enterprise Model was issued in February 1993. Many

recommendations for improvement have been incorporated into this Version 1.0, which provides

the top-level functional template for all DoD Corporate Information Management (CIM)

initiatives. Major Defense activities have already benefitted from using the DoD Enterprise

Model to help guide their re-engineering and improvement initiatives. For example:

"* The Command & Control (C2) Functional Area Data Administrator
(FDAd) and the Military Communications and Electronics Board (MCEB)
are using the DoD Enterprise Data Model as the basis for a DoD-wide C2

data model.

"* The Acquisition and Technology (A&T) community, with guidance from
the Undersecretary of Defense (A&T), has published an extension to the
DoD Enterprise Model, the Acquisition Integration CIM Model, as the
common integration model for all A&T functions, and supporting
information and data.

"* The Joint Staff (J4) is using the DoD Enterprise Model to describe and
analyze reconstitution/mobilization for the purpose of identifying
improvements to these functions.

The DoD Enterprise Model is presented in two volumes:

* This volume, Volume I, contains the strategic activity and data models,
and a discussion of how they are used as templates to guide the definition
and analysis of functional activities and data requirements across the
Department.

Functional Process Improvement (Functional Management Process for Implementing the
Information Management Program of the Department of Defense), DoD 8020. l-M (Draft),
DASD (IM), Office of the Secretary of Defense, August 1992, with Change 1, dated 15 January
1993.
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* Volume II, "Using the DoD Enterprise Model - A Strategic View of
Change in DoD," presents a general context for using the Enterprise
Model in a process of re-engineering and improvement to make all defense
activities far more effective and efficient in accomplishing defense
missions.

It is important to note that this remains a "living" project. The revised DoD Enterprise

Model reflects many of the excellent comments received on the working draft of February 1993.

Organizations and individuals are encouraged to use and evaluate the Enterprise Model.

Functional Iormation Manager
DASD (IM)
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THE DoD ENTERPRISE MODEL

The Department of Defense (DoD), at its most fundamental level, is charged with
"providing for the common defense" of the United States. The President and the Secretary of

Defense (SECDEF) provide the framework within which military and civilian plans, programs,

and budgets are developed and the missions and activities of the Department are executed.

"Our goal is to make the entire federal government both less
expensive and more efficient, and to change the culture of our
national bureaucracy away from complacency and entitlement
toward initiative and empowerment. We intend to redesign, to
reinvent, to reinvigorate the entire national government."

President Clinton

"As I try to describe myself, I am an operator, hopefully with a
strategic view ... In these last 10 years I've learned a lot about
how business works, and I would hope to spend a lot of my time
on bringing best business practices to the Department of Defense
... My sense in traveling the country is that the public is less
concerned about what we're doing overseas or our commitments
than whether we are getting a dollar value for a dollar spent in
defense. And I would hope at the end of our years of working
together we will have persuaded them, Mr. President, that they
are."

Remarks of Adm. Bobby Ray Inman

The President's National Security Strategy of the United States and the Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff's National Military Strategy of the United States provide the context used

to model the major activities of the DoD as an enterprise. The resulting DoD Enterprise Model

is the basis for defining, coordinating, and integrating DoD missions and functions. It will

enable the Department's leaders and managers to better understand and direct their areas of
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responsibility, and to integrate functional process improvement initiatives within and across

functional and organizational boundaries.

1. BACKGROUND

"...'There always comes a moment in time when a door opens
and lets the future in.' For more than four decades the Defense
Department has built its strategy and programs on dealing with
the cold war. The ending of the cold war has opened a door,
and the future is waiting to come in. By our actions, and by the
new strategies we develop, we can shape the future, instead of
being shaped by it."

Dr. William J. Perry
Deputy Secretary of Defense

With the end of the Cold War and the increased emphasis on domestic issues, DoD is

undergoing a downsizing and a redefinition of its missions, functions, and institutions. Senior

officials in the Department must develop strategies for the 1990s and beyond that will result in

greater effectiveness and efficiency in all defense activities. In particular:

"* The Defense community must be able to deal with a greater range of
global and/or regional threats and challenges, in difficult environments,
to achieve warfighting, peacekeeping, and humanitarian objectives.

"* The US must have the flexibility and versatility to respond rapidly and
effectively to the new spectrum of worldwide missions, alone or in
alliance or coalition with global and/or regional partners.

"* Defense planners must accept greater risks, while taking new approaches
to minimize potential adverse consequences.

"* The US must maximize its use of scarce resources and focus on areas
where the nation and its allies have a "competitive advantage" over
potential adversaries.

"* Greater interoperability, flexibility, effectiveness and efficiency must be
ingrained in all defense activities, through continual process improvements
based on measurable goals.

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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"* Better management practices must be applied across the Department, and
continual gains in mission-effectiveness, cost-efficiency, and contribution
to national objectives must be integral to all defense activities.

"* New methods, technologies, and tools must be brought to bear on defense
needs in a timely, cost-effective manner. Defense, like other parts of the
US government and industry, must smoothly and rapidly transition into the
"Information Age."

The Corporate Information Management (CIM) initiative was established to provide

senior leaders with the policies and mechanisms they need to achieve these goals. The CIM

concept is to apply principles and practices proven in industry and government in the past decade

to the defense challenge. Key principles that CIM promotes include:

"* Top-down management of defense improvements from the senior
leadership through all echelons to achieve national goals and objectives.
This includes application of strategic planning practices within and across
major missions and functions of the Department.

"* Cross-functional integration of processes, data, and information systems
to achieve greater interoperability, flexibility, efficiency, and effectiveness
within and across missions and functions.

"* Standardization of processes and practices across the Department, where
this does not impair military operations.

"* The application of process re-engineering and functional process
improvement methods and tools successfully used in industry to manage
major innovations and continuous cycles of improvement to cost, quality,
timeliness, and productivity.

"* The introduction of an "entrepreneurial" culture in the defense
establishment, consistent with overarching national security objectives.

"* Central guidance and direction of information systems development and
services, using DoD-wide architectures, standard data elements, and
common methods and tools. An integrated, secure, reliable, and efficient
defense information infrastructure will provide shared, cost-effective
information services to the entire DoD.
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2. PURPOSE OF THE ENTERPRISE MODEL

The DoD Enterprise Model is a critical element in the overall CIM initiative. It is a key

enabler for the senior leadership to understand their missions and functions, plan and direct

improvements from a DoD-wide perspective, and measure overall progress toward established

goals. Until now the Department has had to plan improvements on a function-by-function basis,

with only limited ability to achieve cross-functional, enterprise integration and top-down strategic

planning. This has led to "stovepipe" functions and systems that are:

"* lacking in interoperability - cannot exchange command and control
information, or effectively link the battlefield to its support base.

"* slow and inflexible - cannot be reconfigured rapidly to meet new
situations. The inventory of existing assets and capabilities cannot be re-
used to capitalize on DoD's enormous investment in people and materiel.

* wastefful and costly - Jo not share common infrastructures, but duplicate
them.

This unsatisfactory situation is exacerbated by the lack of a shared picture of the entire

defense enterprise backed up by standard data that would allow senior managers to integrate their

functions and systems. The DoD Enterprise Model provides the mechanism to correct this

deficiency.

The DoD Enterprise Model is a representation of the activities and data of the entire

Department currently needed to accomplish the defense mission, from planning to acquisition

and logistics support to warfighting. By managing such end-to-end activities, processes, and

data from a DoD-wide perspective, DoD leadership will be able to identify and eliminate waste,

avoid duplication, cut response times, improve quality, and reduce costs. The model includes

all the top level processes and standard data interfaces for every DoD major mission and

function. It provides a common basis for enterprise-wide coordination and collaboration.

Major defense missions, functional areas, and their subordinate functional activities can

be aligned with the overall defense mission using the Enterprise Model as a common framework.

As senior managers plan innovations and improvements to their activities, they will use the

model to identify specific points where they interact with other parts of the Department. This

knowledge will enable them to plan changes in concert with other managers to ensure that they:
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"* manage strategic changes from a DoD-wide perspective by measuring the
impacts across the Department and selecting globally optimal solutions;

"* obtain quality, affordable products and services, when and where needed,
to perform their individual mission; and

"* hare common processes, data, and support mechanisms, rather than

duplicate them.

The DoD Enterprise Model is not intended to limit management agility. Moreover, it

is not monolithic. The model accommodates different views that make it useful for specific

functional communities and organizations. Managers will continue to have the autonomy they

need to guide and direct the processes they are responsible for with full authority and

accountability. However, they will now be able to satisfy Department-wide goals, objectives,

and measures of performance more effectively and efficiently.

The DoD Enterprise Model is "owned" by the whole Department. Specific

responsibilities for stewardship of its constituent elements are assigned in DoD policy. The

success of the DoD Enterprise Model in helping the Department meet defense leadership goals

and objectives is dependent on the commitment and dedication of functional proponents and

stewards in fulfilling their enterprise-wide responsibilities.

3. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND CONCEPT

The DoD Enterprise Model is a guiding framework for all missions and functions in the

DoD. Each of these missions and functions performs a subset of defense activities to achieve

its specific goals and objectives. The Enterprise Model provides a common understanding of

all defense activities and data for DoD leaders and managers, enabling them to integrate

processes, data, and systems within and across missions and functions.

Figure 3-1 shows the DoD Enterprise Activity Model. Each mission and function of the

Department achieves its end-to-end objectives by participating in and contributing to four

common DoD activities: Establish Direction, Acquire Assets, Provide Capabilities, and

Employ Forces. Together, these four activities make up the Defense enterprise.

§ Establish Direction: provides the strategic vision, goals, objectives,
policies, strategies, requirements, plans, and programmed resources that
are executed in the other three activities.
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I I
Establish Acquire Provide
Direction Assets Capa esiForces

National Securty Doctrine
and Policy

Joint Warfighting Plans
and Operations

PPBS and Support
Services

Combat Support (Command
& Control, Intelligence)

Combat Service Support/
Business Operations*

Information Management
Infrastructure

(*Business Operations include fiscal resources, human resources, materiel resources and

information management resources.)

Figure 3-1. DoD ENTERPRISE ACTIVITY MODEL AND MAJOR DoD
MISSION AREAS

"* Acquire Assets: obtains the products, services, and people needed for
defense missions.

"* Provide Capabilities: integrates assets into organizations and units which
are developed into ready capabilities to conduct missions and provide
infrastructure support in peacetime, crisis, transition, and war.

"* Employ Forces: uses forces to accomplish assigned missions; it is the
"bottom-line" delivery of the capability to defend the Nation, keep the
peace worldwide, and assist people in need as directed by the National
Command Authority.

The DoD Enterprise Data Model is the second key element for integrating the

Department's missions, functions, and organizations. Figure 3-2 shows the strategic level data

"buckets" that are the principal means by which senior leadership represents data-related

priorities for guiding cross-functional integration of process improvement and data

standardization opportunities.
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Figure 3-2. STRATEGIC LEVEL DATA BUCKETS

The Enterprise Activity and Data Models provide a common context and a template for

all DoD) missions, functions, and organizations. However, each mission, function, and

organization has specific activities and data that make it different. These essential differewes

are the tailoring and refinement needed to apply the DoD Enterprise Model.

The Enterprise Activity Model is built economically and simply. With few exceptions,

activities are described in only one place. For example, the sustaining base activity Transport

is described once. This activity includes the peacetime transportation and movement of families

and the deployment of forces and cargo into a theater of operations. Transport, therefore,

supports many DoD missions and functions. It is not necessary to duplicate the description of

the transporting activity in all the places it is used. However, the model must also be realistic

and useful. Therefore, some "similar" activities are described both for the sustaining base and

for the Area of Responsibility (AOR). For example, movement in the AOR is described as

Move in Employ Forces (as part of Sustain Operations). In fact, while Transport and Move

may be similar functions, they are conducted in very different environments, using different

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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systems, and often under different command/management. Also, in general, strategic

management of functional areas and activities is described in Establish Direction, while tactical

management to execute these functions is described in the other three major enterprise activities

(e.g., Manage Assets is the first activity of Provide Capabilities).

The reader is asked to visualize many parts of the model "lighting-up" or "firing"

simultaneously to accomplish each task. The model can be considered an "ignition harness" to

get all the parts of the DoD engine running smoothly together.

The model was designed to be a universal framework for use by different Commands,

Services, and Defense Agencies. Therefore, the top-level processes are highly generic and are

described in "plain English." This approach avoids confusion over terminology that obscures

underlying commonalities in what is being done. Thus, different organizations can find a

common meeting ground in the DoD Enterprise Model. They can identify the critical points of

interaction between their activities, and can work to improve their processes and data as part of

the defense team.

The DoD Enterprise Model consists of the aforementioned four major activities that

together "provide for the common defense" and includes two additional levels of activity model

detail. It also provides a DoD Data Model that contains the strategic data entities needed by the

Department. This data model is the basis for developing standard data elements that permit

functional activities and organizations to communicate and work together.

While this paper only shows the "strategic" level of the model, the DoD Enterprise

Model conceptually includes all the activities and data comprising the national defense mission.

Over time, managers will develop models of their activities and data using the DoD Enterprise

Model framework. These models will be integrated into the overall DoD Enterprise Model and

will be centrally maintained in a DoD-wide library for common access. The ultimate goal is for

functional managers to be able to access a library that contains functional templates (i.e.,

building blocks) representing the evolving business and operational processes and data of the

department. The knowledge contained in this library will help managers at all levels to know

where they stand today, where they need to be tomorrow, and how to get there.

Thm DoD Enterpnse Model, Volume 1
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Without the model, change is ad hoc and enterprise integration is impossible. With the

Enterprise Model as an enabling mechanism, commanders, servicemen and servicewomen,

managers, and civilian workers can understand what they are doing in the context of the entire

defense mission, assess their performance against corporate expectations, learn from experience,

and continually improve their activities to achieve senior DoD leadership's goals and objectives.

The DoD Enterprise Model is the logical portrayal of activities and data to accomplish

the defense mission, roles, and functions established in law and policy (e.g., Title 10, US Code).

The DoD Enterprise Model is a baseline or "as-is" model. By examining it, defense leaders and

managers can find discontinuities, gaps, and areas for improvement. For example, the model

helps leaders and managers to understand that:

"* Sustaining base support that is described in Provide Capabilities needs to
be integrated seamlessly with combat service support to the forces in the
AOR described in Employ Forces.

"* The acquisition of weapons, supplies, and other assets described in
Acquire Assets must satisfy the needs of Commanders-in-Chiefs (CINCs)
who Conduct Operations as described in Employ Forces.

"* The ultimate effectiveness and efficiency of the overall defense mission is
determined by how well Establish Direction sets policy, determines
requirements, plans, and allocates resources for Acquire Assets, Provide
Capabilities, and Employ Forces.

The use of the model as part of the on-going re-examination of Department activities will

result in a new leadership vision for defense which will be articulated through the evolving DoD

Enterprise Model.

4. MANAGING THE ENTERPRISE MODEL FOR DoD

The DoD Enterprise Model serves as a context and template for individual enterprises

across the Department to model their mission and functions. Individual enterprises and functions

can provide functional views of the Enterprise Model that enhance its utility for their

community, without harming its integrity as a common DoD baseline. Figure 4-1 graphically

depicts how the top activities of the Enterprise Model can serve as a template or guide for

generic missions and functions across the Department.
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Figure 4-1. THE DoD ENTERPRISE MODEL (ACTIVITY VIEW)

For example, all organizations are responsible for performing enterprise activities in

Establih Direction. Within this activity, they also Establish Policy, Determine

Requirements, Develop lams, and Allocate Resources. However, their roles, methods and

tools, and interactions with other defense agencies may be different. These essential differences

are reflected in different inputs, outputs, controls, mechanisms, activity descriptions, sequencing

and flows, and activation paths. The identification of these details are the taioring and

refinement needed to turn the Enterprise Model into a function-, mission-, or organization-

specific model.

4.1 RELATIONSHIP TO DoD MISSIONS AND FUNCTIONS IN DoD 8020.1-M

The DoD Enterprise Model provides a logically integrated view of all the activities, data,

and information flows of the Department. It provides structure and definition to the relationships

and information flows within and among the major missions and functions of the Department.

The DoD Enterprise Model also documents the overall relationship between the joint warfighting

mission and the other major mission areas (and their constituent programs), such as the

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volime I
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Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS), that provide essential support to joint

warfighting requirements.

"U DoD Manual 8020. 1-M defines the following major missions for the DoD:

National Security Doctrine and Policy
Joint Warfighting Plans and Operations
PPBS and Support Activities
Command and Control
Intelligence
Business Operations
Information Management Infrastructure

These missions represent a convenient set of corporate areas within which
to group one or more functional areas managed by Principal Staff
Assistants. Each functional area is made up of one or more functional
activities. Appendix D of the Manual contains a list of the functional
areas and functional activities of the Department. These taxonomies
continue to serve as the basis for managing functional process
improvement by Principal Staff Assistants, Functional Activity Program
Managers, and others. Over time, the Department will increasingly focus
on "horizontal" end-to-end processes which link functional areas and
activities together to achieve mission results.

"* In order to achieve integration and improvement, it is necessary to evolve
from a taxonomic (static) description of the major missions and functions
of the DoD to a process-oriented framework (or living blueprint) of the
Department. The DoD Enterprise Model will guide the evolution of the
Department to achieve its common vision, goals, and objectives.

"* Figure 4-2 shows the relationship of the DoD Enterprise Model activities
and DoD missions and major functions. The Enterprise Model defines
major DoD activities and data required to accomplish the Department's
missions. Each mission and function aligns with this guiding framework
to contribute to the overall vision, goals, and objectives of the
Department. Major missions, end-to-end processes, functiousl areas, and
functional activities are modelled by first "fitting" them into the Enterprise
framework, and then tailoring and refining the DoD-wide activity and data
views to satisfy specific mission requirements. Refinement and tailoring
add more "detail" to the activity and data model "templates" provided by
the DoD-wide view. This process is iterative.
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Figure 4-2. INTEGRATED VIEW OF THE DoD ENTERPRISE MODEL

E The upper half of Figure 4-2 indicates that the DoD Enterprise Model is
a template for all mission, function, and organization models. The bottom
half shows the result of the fitting, tailoring, and refinement process
applied to a specific mission, function, or organization view. Now the
missions, functions, and organization views align within the overall
Enterprise to DoD-wide visions, goals, and objectives. The DoD
Enterprise Model will continue to be extended to encompass additional
activities and data within the Department.

4.2 INTEGRATION OF FUNCTIONAL MODELS INTO THE ENTERPRISE MODEL

Principal Staff Assistants and Functional Activity Program Managers will apply the

functional improvement process described in DoD information management policy and

procedures. The use of the DoD Enterprise Model is consistent with this guidance. Volume

B presents a roadmap for change for DoD. It includes a process for integrating missions,

vision, goals, objectives, measures, and initiatives. The process of integration is approached

from a top down, strategic perspective. The DoD Enterprise Model is a functional architecture

of the Department that helps in this integration process. Figure 4-3 shows the approach for
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using the DoD Enterprise Model in conjunction with functional process improvement and

enterprise-wide integration:

Functional Process Itprovement Policy & Guidance

Operatimonl [AINWT Top Level Contsistent With

Exeiec DO,.D D,,,, D En teros ,e M ,.del t

DEVELOP lted Mission/

[~ ~ ~ ~~MSIO FucionalModelssin n ucin ne

lntegratio is accomnpkishe wihin the mission, its their oc•e and data ac•ros fiwitioni
functional areas, and lunctional oclities. , to extend the DaC Enterp'ise

Figure 4-3. MODEL INTEGRATION

U In initial enterprise integration, the major mission area, functional area,
or functional activity "fits" into the DoD strategic planning process. As
part of the functional alignment process, it lines up its top-level activities
and data with the top-level Enterprise Model activity and data models.
This ensures the maximum consistency between nD-wide activities and
data and the individual enterprise functions and data. Functional
alignment enables individual enterprises to identify where they "fit" into

the overall defense mission and where they may have critical points of
interaction with othr parts of the defense establishment. This process is

a two-way street; the Enterprise Model is validated and refined by
interacting with the various organizations across the Department. Section

4.4 provides a management approach to coordinate and control this
interaction.

"* In "sub-enterprise" integration, major mission areas, functional areas, and
functional activities develop and integrate their own activities and data in
a top-down manner. This ensures that functional activities are not

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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"stovepiped" within their own functional areas. The ideal approach is to
first align major mission areas within the Enterprise Model and then
repeat this process for functional areas and activities within the mission
area.

U For on-going enterprise integration, the functional area and its subordinate
activities integrate with other enterprise functions using the DoD
Enterprise Model framework to find points of interaction, to define
functional relationships, and to establish standard data interfaces. This
ensures maximum synergy across the Department and avoids duplication.

This approach is applied at successive levels of detail. It does not need to be applied

linearly. Further, each integration effort should help all the participants to refine their models.

4.3 INTEGRATING MODELS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS

Since models for missions, functions, and organizations are developed at different levels

in DoD, and some areas are ahead of others in their re-engineering and improvement efforts,

there will be gaps in the current Enterprise Model below the strategic level presented in this

paper. Over time, the models from different levels will be linked together and integrated.

In general, it is desirable for entire functional areas to develop an overarching model as

a framework for the functional activities in the area. In conjunction with purely functional

models, organizations will develop "organizational view" models of the processes they perform.

These will be developed so they are consistent and integrated within Department "chains-of-

command," such as Combatant Commands and their Components. In this way, a "tree" of

models that spans the Department will form, through a combination of "top-down" and "bottom-

up" modeling and integration efforts. Close alignment will exist between adjacent nodes on the

tree. There will be a well-defined path from the highest node (the overall Defense mission) to

the lowest nodes (the most detailed activities and tasks). This path will provide the justification

for all functions and missions in the DoD and link them at some level to other functions with

which they must interact.

Functional communities and organizations can maintain functional "views" of their sub-

enterprise as part of the overall DoD Enterprise Model. These functional view models will

include specific inputs, outputs, and other information that make the view more understandable

and useful to the functional community. Part of this tailoring may involve creating an enterprise

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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context for the specific functional view. An enterprise context is formed by augmenting (and

deleting) information in the DoD Enterprise Model (or a subset of it) without damaging its

integrity as a common framework for the whole Department. For example, the personnel

community may add text about personnel assignment to the top level Manage Assets activity

description, so it becomes more "real" and useful for their community. They would do this as

part of their model integration efforts. The functional views will also include tailoring and

specificity needed to describe "as-is" baselines and "to-be" targets.

While activity models should be as consistent as possible, data models and data elements

must be standardized in accordance with DoD Data Administration procedures. Data standards

provide the "glue" that integrates functions across the Department. Activities will be able

to use common information so they can work together to achieve common ends. For example,

activities can exchange information on status, on resources, and on requirements.

The best approach to integration is to use common-sense and good judgement. Where

enterprise activities are standard across the entire Department, and other functions must interact

with them, it is desirable to closely couple them into the top-down Enterprise Model as an

extension as early as possible. In this way the Principal Staff Assistants and the Joint Chiefs of

Staff (JCS) can promote enterprise integration and rapid standardization of the information that

supports critical functions.

4.4 MANAGEMENT ROLES

The DoD Enterprise Model is an essential element of the functional process improvement

initiative and the data administration program of the DoD. It is managed as a corporate resource

that serves all functions and organizations in the Department.

The DoD Information Management Program (DoD Directive 8000.1) authorizes the DoD

Senior Information Management (IM) Official to provide for development and maintenance of

an information management model of the Department. The resulting DoD Enterprise Model is

a top-down representation of the Department that evolves as structural relationships among

activities, data, and systems are defined and documented. It is periodically reviewed by the

Department's Principal Staff Assistants.
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The management structure for functional process improvement is provided in DoD

8020. 1-M. The Corporate Functional Integration Board (CFIB) is the coordinating forum for

DoD-wide functional integration. ASD C31 acts as the functional and technical facilitators,

working with the responsible Principal Staff Assistants and their functional managers. In this

role, they will present the DoD Enterprise Model for review and approval by the CFIB.

The current DoD Enterprise Model can be used as a tool by Principal Staff Assistants

and their functional managers to align their areas of responsibility with overall defense goals and

objectives. Their models, developed within the Enterprise framework, will physically reside in

the DoD Repository System.

"U As the individual parts of the Department develop activity models and data
models to support functional process improvement and data administration,
these "detail models" will be used to update and refine the DoD Enterprise
Model. "Detail models" are reviewed and formally reconciled against the
DoD Enterprise Model prior to their approval by the Principal Staff
Assistant and are incorporated into the DoD-wide repository, which is
under configuration control, after approval.

"* Once mission and function activity and data models are developed and
approved, they become a part of the DoD Enterprise Model. The entire
Department has access to these models. They provide a baseline for
specifying functional and systems interfaces, identifying and evaluating the
impacts of changes to one mission or function on other missions and
functions, and developing improved processes and data structures.

"* Through analysis of the evolving DoD Enterprise Model, the finctional
organizations of the Department, Functional Information Managers, and
others (such as the DoD Data Administrator) will identify and resolve
issues that cross functional area boundaries, and that impair the ability of
DoD to implement and integrate activities, data, and information systems
to achieve Defense IM program objectives. This will lead to greater
integration, interoperability, flexibility, effectiveness and efficiency in the
Department of Defense.

5. THE ACTIVITY MODEL

The activities described on the next several pages capture the essence of the DoD

Enterprise Model. To gain an immediate overview of the whole model, an executive-level

display is contained on the following pages. The mimbering scheme used on the display and in

the text matches the identifiers used in the detailed model graphics and text contained in

Appendix A.
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Al ESTABLISH DIRECTION

This major activity of the defense enterprise
ESTA"U.H DMECTIO establishes the mission, goals, objectives,

"* Estrategies, requirements, plans, and resources for
the Department of Defense (DoD). National

"* 0t6,mkw ROW security interests, developed to be consistent with
"* DvWp stns and in support of national values and priorities,
"* AlbAt. Resourc are integrated into defense policy, guidance, plans,

and programs. There are four activities in
Establish Direction:

Establish Policy assesses the world situation for
threats to peace and welfare, establishes the
national security strategy of the United States, and
establishes defense priorities and strategies that
guide and direct the definition of requirements,
development of plans, and allocation of resources
within the DoD. The context for the National
Security Strategy and the National Military
Strategy is established through the interaction of
the Executive Branch - to include the DoD,
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency,
and the Office of Management and Budget - and
the Congress and the Judicial Branch.

Determine Requirements assesses the actual
capabilities of the US, as demonstrated by the
performance of forces in action and the outcomes
of defense programs. As a result of this
assessment, deficiencies in the current defense
baseline are identified. Opportunities to improve
doctrine, force structures, other organization
capabilities, and assets (e.g., weapons, people) are
analyzed for their suitability and realism. The
requirements for modernization, force structure,
sustainment, and readiness are determined through
this activity.

Develop Plans develops military plans and
resource/management plans within the context of
the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) for
warfigbting plans, and the Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) for
resources. All plans of the Department are
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produced in this activity, based on civilian and
ESTABLISH DmECTION military requirements. Conversely, planning

SElgenerates new requirements and impacts ou policy
(e.g., determines the limits of policy).

* Detrmine Requnments

* Dvelo Plans Allocate Resources develops resource needs into
* Allocate Resources programs submitted as Program Objective

Memoranda (POMs). Resource needs are
consolidated to align timing, eliminate duplication,

Continued and establish integrated priorities. The Defense
Planning and Resources Board (DPRB) reviews
issues and determines a final position in the
Budget Estimate Submission (BES) which is
incorporated in the Defense Budget. The Defense
Budget is submitted as part of the President's
Budget to Congress for authorization and
appropriation.

All Establish Policy

This activity assesses the world situation for
ESTABLISH POLICY threats to peace and welfare, establishes the

National Security Strategy and the National
0 Assess World Situation Military Strategy of the US, and establishes

* Esatlish National Security defense priorities and strategies that guide and
Prioritis direct the definition of requirements, development

* Establish Defoen,.s & of plans, and allocation of resources within the
strategies DoD. The context for the National Security

Strategy and the National Military Strategy is
established through the interaction of the
Executive Branch - to include the DoD,
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency,
and the Office of Management and Budget - and
the Congress and the Judicial Branch. There are
three activities in Establish Policy:

Assess World Situation monitors global and
regional situations for actual and potential threats
to US interests and goals. Indications and
warnings are tracked, and national intelligence
assets are ordered to focus on specific situations,
events, and areas of concern to the National
Command Authority (NCA). Political, economic,
and military information is gathered, fused, and
analyzed to determine trends, estimate intentions,
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and assess the capabilities of adversaries. Natural
ESTABLISH POUCY and manmade disasters, terrorist actions,

international drug trafficking activities, and civil
"* Aus Woddt s disorders are closely followed and their
"* Esablfuh Natioal SjCy significance to US interests is assessed.

"* E Doww, P & The status and location of US forces and resources
Stra•em are monitored to provide the NCA and military

commanders with a reliable, timely understanding
Continued of US capabilities, as well as to comply with

Congressional reporting requirements and public
law. Status reporting is increased, as necessary,
in crisis and war. This activity also continually
tracks global weather, terrain, and oceanographic
conditions.

Establish National Security Priorities develops
national security priorities, goals, and strategies
based upon US interests, expectations of the world
community, agreements, and the world and
domestic situation. The defense leadership,
through the Secretary of Defense and the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS),
participate in formulation of national security
policy by providing advice and counsel relating to
military threats, strategic military options, US and
allied/coalition capabilities, and risks. National
security concerns in the post-Cold-War era include
maintaining international peace and order,
ensuring economic security, promoting and
securing democracy around the world, preventing
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,
countering international terrorism and drug
dealing, and preserving the global environment.
Also, the US and the world community are
increasingly providing humanitarian help and
disaster relief to people in need, in circumstances
that require the use of military forces to deliver
assistance.

This activity integrates legislative requirements
and statutory programs mandated by Executive,
Judicial and Congressional authorities into defense
guidance (e.g., acquisition regulations).
International agreements (e.g., alliances and host-
nation support), emergency authorities (e.g., for
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mobilizations), and political/military/economic
ESTAIWSH POUCY constraints are established. The National Security

Strategy of the US and the National Security
"* Asaes Would Situation Decision Directives are the top-level guidance that

"* Establih National Securitv result from this activity.
Priorities

" Establish Delome Prioe Establish Defense Priorities & Strategies, led by
strateg•e• the Secretary and Chairman, responds to national

security guidance by developing global and
Contiued regional military missions, strategic vision, goals

and objectives, and measures of performance;
preparing, assessing and recommending strategic
military options; specifying major missions for the
DoD (e.g., deterrence, peacekeeping);
recommending required host-nation support;
assessing US capabilities and needs; and generally
advising the NCA and the Congress on military
matters. The National Military Strategy of the US
is produced from this activity. Defense Planning
Guidance (DPG) is issued by the SECDEF to
guide requirements and planning activities (see
below). Subordinate elements of the Department
issue guidance for their areas of responsibility
consistent with the DPG.

A12 Determine Requirements

This activity assesses the actual capabilities of the
DETERMWIE RECUIREMENTS US, as demonstrated by the performance of forces

in action and the outcomes of Defense programs.
"* Evaluate Capabilties & Perfo.ac As a result of this assessment, deficiencies in the
" Develop otrine current defense baseline are identified.

"* s St & Force Opportunities to improve doctrine, force
structures, other organization capabilities, and

"* Produce t"quwements assets (e.g., weapons, people) are analyzed for
__their suitability and realism. The requirements for

modernization, force structure, sustainment and
readiness are determined through this activity.
There are four activities in Determine
Requirements:

Evaluate Capabilities & Performance assesses
the actual performance of the Department against
the threat and national objectives in order to
determine overall requirements for improvement.
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DoD policy is to re-engineer and continuously
DETER•MSE REGUOUMM improve its methods, processes, data, and

"information systems. At all levels the outcome of
* Evaluate cwab.•ths & p • defense activities - operational experience - is
"• De1lo Doctne evaluated to determine success or failure. After-

". stucture Or•an-•ationa & Fw Action Reports (AARs) are used to generate
lessons learned from operations in the field. For

0 produace ROlmlufenw• peacetime exercises, force performance is

measured against training standards. Resource
Continued and management programs that require assets and

provide support capabilities are also assessed
against established goals and metrics. These
evaluations are the feedback needed to improve
the defense activity. They are disseminated to
commanders, managers, and analysts to affect
policies, doctrine (strategic, operational, and
tactical), force structures, unit/organizational
training methods and measures, materiel,
personnel, and systems requirements. Mission
Need Statements (MNS) identify capability
deficiencies and unmet requirements.

Develop Doctrine examines current doctrine and
evolves improved doctrine and procedures. Joint
Pub 1, Joint Warfare of the US Armed Forces,
issued by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, sets the doctrinal stage for integrating
service units into effective joint fighting forces.
Nested within joint warfighting doctrine are the
Service doctrines for common and unique
functions. Potential doctrinal changes are
validated for their practicality and suitability to
future missions and operational scenarios. The
structures and capabilities of defense organizations
are aligned with new or modified doctrine and
Departmental procedures for support. Commands,
Services, agencies, and other organizations work
in concert to execute DoD warfighting,
peacekeeping, humanitarian, and other missions.

Structure Organizations & Forces develops
improved military and supporting organizations.
Force structures provide the core defense
capability to conduct operations. Their design
evolution involves integrating changes to doctrine,
weapons, people, and support, over time, to
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achieve a "best" balance of operational
DETERMINE REOUEMENTS performance across the full spectrum of

" Evate &anticipated missions. Force structure design is the
basis for asset and support requirements.

"* Develop Doctrne Conversely, the ability to provide the right assets
"* Strtu, o•,•.i, & Frces and deliver support to forces constrains the force

"structure envelope. In the post-cold war
* Produce environment, new approaches such as

reconstitution offer opportunities to anticipate,

Cominued avert, and respond to threats by ensuring a
capability for building up the force, over time.
Other organizational requirements enter into
resource/management programs from the routine
support and administration of the Department.

Produce Requirements develops asset
requirements to support doctrine and
organization/force structure. For example, it
develops the operational parameters of new
weapon systems. Materiel, personnel, and other
asset requirements are expressed in terms of
operational performance, as well as timing and
cost envelopes. Specific capability requirements
are defined through Required Operational
Capabilities (ROCs), Operational Requirement
Documents (ORDs), and other requirements
documents.

A13 Develop Plans

This activity develops military plans and
DEVELOP PLANS resource/management plans within the context of

"* ithe Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) for
warfighting plans, and the Planning,

"* Develop Coures of Action Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) for
"* Develop Detailed Pla resources. All plans of the Department are

produced in this activity, based on civilian and
• Direct Execution military requirements. Conversely, planning

generates new requirements and impacts on policy
(e.g., determines the limits of policy). The
Goldwater-Nichols Reorganization Act of 1986
(Public Law 99-433) calls for reconciling strategy
and military requirements with available
resources, thus explicitly recognizing the need for
integrating military planning with program
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planning in a constrained resource environment.
DVVELop r0Pt This activity also produces the plans formulated in

"________ response to statutory and legislative requirements
* If S and the standards for evaluating plan performance
"• DvWm9 C"S" of Acto (e.g., occupational safety and health,

"• De 10 Fl environmental protection, technology transfer, and
survivor's benefits).

• D ct Execuftion

"Military planning addresses both deliberate and
codnudd crisis situations. The fundamental difference is in

the sequencing, timing, and depth of detail in the
planning process. Detailed plans, including
Operation Plans (OPLANs), support plans and
annexes, and mobilization plans are usually
prepared to meet future contingencies and are "put
on the shelf" until needed. Crisis planners may
use "on the shelf" contingency plans by tailoring
them for the immediate situation or by developing
new plans.

Exercises are planned to support the Joint
Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) strategy and
plans. Typically, an exercise is initiated through
a Significant Military Exercise Brief (SMEB),
approved by the Chairman, JCS, resulting in a
deployment order. There are four activities in
Develop Plans:

Identify Objectives/Missions reviews strategic
guidance such as the JSCP and the DPG, and
assessments of the situation. As a result, military
commanders and Department managers identify
and reconcile missions and objectives. Objectives
specify targets against which progress (success or
failure) of defense activities are evaluated.
Tasking guidance, such as the JSCP and the
Warning Order issued by the Chairman of the
JCS, establishes the boundaries that constrain
planning.

Develop Courses of Action, performed by
supported and supporting commanders and their
staffs, develops options and alternative Courses of
Action (COAs) for accomplishing mission
objectives. Department managers also develop
options for acquiring assets and providing support
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capabilities. Options are assessed for their
DEVOp PLAS suitability, feasibility, acceptability, consistency

"with Joint Doctrine, and risk. Based on the
* W • estimate of the situation, decision-makers review
"* Dvlp Couse of Action and approve recommended options/COAs and
"* D ovl D issue detailed planning guidance. The selected

"COA becomes the basis for subsequent
* t EtOfI development of a detailed, executable plan.

Connued Develop Detailed Plans guides, develops,
integrates and approves detailed (executable) plans
that support military missions and capability
requirements. Forces are assigned for use and
apportioned for planning to combatant commands
to support their missions in accordance with the
JSCP. Organizations that are responsible for
planning (e.g., Commands, Services, agencies)
develop source plans with actual units and assets.
Allocation is performed within approved
authorizations. Often there are shortfalls in
available resources that must be resolved through
re-planning or re-allocations, or be programmed
for new capabilities at successive levels in the
planning hierarchy. These shortfalls may, in fact,
place limits on forces and doctrine and can impact
policy.

Availability of host-nation support established
through treaties and agreements (e.g., NATO) is
part of the integrated planning, requirements, and
policy process for each scenario. For example,
support needs may be fulfilled through
programmed US capabilities, mobilization of US
assets, or specific agreements with other nations.

Direct Execution provides Operation Orders
(OPORDs) that contain the necessary information
for execution. The National Command Authority
authorizes the Chairman, JCS to issue an Execute
Order to commanders to initiate operations.
Comparative analysis is performed to determine
the need for re-planning and new orders based on
operational experience. Other orders terminate
operations.
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For acquisition, planning guidance establishes the
relationships among requirements and the
following activities of PPBS and acquisition
management. On the resource/management side,
planning leads into the programming and
budgeting stages of the PPBS, which are described
below.

A14 Allocate Resources

This activity develops resource needs into
ALLOCATE ROUC programs submitted as Program Objective

Memoranda (POMs). It includes the
"* Devdop prograwbdg.ef Programming and Budgeting phases of the PPBS.
"*~ & The PPBS is the single mechanism to develop

funding/authorization levels and force allocations
"* Ikkinmcm of the Department relative to the capabilities and

timing requiremens established in the previous
activities that respond to the DPG. Resource
needs are consolidated to align timing, eliminate
duplication, and establish integrated priorities.
The Defense Planning and Resources Board
(DPRB) reviews issues and determines a final
position in the Budget Estimate Submission (BES)
which is incorporated in the Defense Budget. The
Defense Budget is submitted as part of the
President's Budget to Congress for authorization
and appropriation. There are three activities in
Allocate Resources:

Develop Progras/Budgets develops specific
programs to acquire assets, manage assets and
capabilities, and conduct operations. The Military
Departments and Defense agencies transmit their
proposed resource needs in POMs. Commander
in Chief (CINC) Integrated Priority List (IPL)
requirements are addressed by the Services in the
POMs.

Consolidate & Prioritize assesses the proposed
programs for operational effectiveness, priorities,
timing, and risk. The PPBS process provides for
a Chairman's Program Assessment (CPA) that
assesses the risks inherent in the composite force
proposed in the Service and Defense Agency
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POMs. OSD reviews the Service's POMs and the

AUOCATE ROURM CPA, and identifies alternatives for those issues in
which OSD differs with the Service approach.

"* Dmeop ProWame/dgM

"Balance Programs/Budgets addresses issues
• Caclt. iti through the Defense Planning and Resources
"* *ace j.c gtam Board (DPRB), resulting in final positions

announced via Program Decision Memoranda
"(PDM). Revised POMs are then transformed into

Contined Service Budget Estimate Submissions (BESs). A
DPRB Budget Review culminates in Program
Budget Decisions (PBDs) which are incorporated
into the Defense Budget. The Future Years
Defense Program (FYDP) records the resourced
position of the Department including each
Service's submissions in terms of personnel,
equipment, training, and acquisition in support of
the National Military Strategy. The FYDP
reflects the "best" program balance between
current force readiness, institutional
modernization, force structure, and the ability to
sustain current and programmed future forces.

It is this resourced program that is consolidated
into the President's Budget and forwarded along
with detailed budgets for the next years to the
Congress for approval. Approval to expend
monies on specific programs comes through the
Defense Appropriation legislation. Quantities of
personnel and materiel are also approved for
specific programs through the Defense
Authorization legislation.

The resourced position of the FYDP, as approved
through the budget and appropriation/authorization
process, is documented for execution by the Office
of the Secretary of Defense, the Defense
Agencies, and Military Departments by the
manpower/unit authorization documents (e.g., The
Army Authorization Document System (TAADS)
for the Army) for battalions/separate companies,
ships, and aircraft squadrons. Approved programs
and budgets contain resourced operating tempos
(OPTEMPOs - such as ship and submarine
steaming hours, aircraft and helicopter flying
hours, or tactical vehicle miles driven) for
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peacetime levels of unit training to achieve
acceptable levels of unit/force readiness and
organizational proficiency. These are the
resource positions that fund execution of the other
major activities of the enterprise: Acquire
Assets, Provide Capabilities and Employ Forces.

A2 ACQUIRE ASSETS

This major activity of the defense enterprise
ACOURE ASSETS obtains assets to support requirements, bounded by

the resources, timing, and force structures
SMana• Acquisftn established in the previous major activity,

"Establish Direction. Assets are defined as those
* ft.s,.c & people, goods, and services for which the
"* •p•mot Department expends monies and receives civilian

and military personnel, materiel items of
inventory, facilities, real estate, and services or
some other specified deliverable that will be
managed by the Department.

Acquisition of assets includes the detailed
reconciliation of requirements to include the
assessment of available goods and services,
acquisition of technology and developmental
items, purchasing, manufacturing, testing, and any
preparation necessary to ensure delivery of a
useable asset through the asset distribution systems
(e.g., personnel, equipment). Therefore, for
example, accession training for military personnel
is included in this activity. There are three
activities in Acquire Assets:

Manage Acquisition defines and promulgates
regulations, policies, and procedures; defines
procurements; and conducts the procurements.

Research & Design includes the conduct of
research, design, and testing to advance the state
of the art and to define performance requirements
and physical characteristics of assets to be
produced. It also validates that the designs and
resultant products comply with the requirements.
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Produce Asset results in manufactured items
unique to DoD requirements; the construction of
facilities; and the accession of people for both
civilian and military billets.

The acquisition process is complete when DoD
receives and accepts potential assets or rejects
them.

A21 Manage Acquisition

The management of the acquisition process defines
MANAGE ACoUMrno and promulgates regulations, policies, and

procedures; defines procurements; and conducts
"* Develop Acquisition Guidance the procurements. There are three activities in

"* Define & Justify Prorimn Mane Acquisition:

"* Adminigter Acquisition Develop Acquisition Guidance converts Defense
Policy and Guidance and Budgets &
Authorizations to Acquisition Guidance in the
form of Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations
(DFARS), Department of Defense Directive
5000.1, and other policies and procedures. It
reviews procurement status and provides approval
or rejections of acquisition program definitions,
procurement plans, and actions brought forward
for approval. It converts POM elements and
budget line items into requi-ments. It also
establishes procurement processes and procedures.

Define & Justify Program analyzes requirements
and balances them against the known status of
assets that the Enterprise already has in order to
define potential mixes of assets to satisfy the
requirement and select the best alternative for
acquisition programs. Shortfalls are established
and program direction is received that specifies the
procurement approval criteria and procedures.
Proposed programs are submitted for approval.

Administer Acquisition includes the activities of
Program Managers, Procurement Contracting
Officers, Administrative Contracting Officers,
their staffs, and supporting technical functions in
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the conduct of all types of procurements such as

MANAGE ACGUISMOtN managed acquisition programs, small purchasing,
research and development, automated data

"* eveiop Acquiitiou Guidance processing equipment, and architecture,
" D AOengineering and construction. Equivalent
SDen ui Pmm personnel process other types of agreements.

"* Administe Acquisition

It should be noted that assets themselves are not
touched by these activities. This is the

Continued management of a process that starts with the
receipt of requirements and ends by signifying
acceptance that the received people, supplies, and
services conform to agreement-specified
requirements.

A22 Research & Design

This activity conducts research, design, and testing

RESEARCH & DESIGN to advance the state of the art, and to define
performance requirements and physical

" Conduct Reerch characteristics of assets to be produced. It
"develops standards and specifications and validates
that the designs and resultant products comply

"• Tes & &aluste with the requirements. Conduct Research ranges
from basic research to advance scientific
knowledge to demonstration/validation efforts to
prove the value of system technology. Design is
an iterative process that includes all of conceptual
through production design in both the architectural
and engineering sense. Test & Evaluate includes
test planning, the performance of testing, and the
evaluation of results. There are three activities in
Research & Design:

Conduct Research includes scientific study and
experiments to increase knowledge of the physical,
engineering, environmental, and life sciences. It
progresses from basic research through
exploratory and advanced research to establish the
basis for full scale engineering development.
Basic research addresses technology and
knowledge of potential value to the national
security mission as well as the US industrial base.
Exploratory development assesses the feasibility
and practicality of proposed solutions and
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standards to military problems short of producing

RESEARCH & DESIGN an actual asset. Advanced development produces
test assets to prove-out solutions that have

" Cou Ree•rch potential military applications. Selected programs
"* Dgo through a development phase to reduce the risk

associated with technology innovation in a real-
"* Teat & Evaluate world environment. These include Advanced

Technology Demonstrauons (ATDs).

Continued Design is the iterative process of developing
designs that specify the form, fit, and function of
assets. The possibility of non-developmental items
(NDIs) is considered to reduce costs and speed
development. Alternative designs are assessed to
achieve the best balance of performance,
supportability, costs, and risk. Total asset
requirements are addressed, including equipment,
materiel, facilities, people, and life-cycle support.
Manufacturing requirements are considered in the
design process to ensure the ability to produce
assets. Resource availability (e.g., the labor pool,
the part of the electromagnetic spectrum available
for defense) is also a key factor in sound designs.
The health of the industrial base, US
competitiveness, and the ability to reconstitute are
integral to the engineering process.

Test & Evaluate is the major control mechanism
of the Acquire Assets activity. Acquisition
programs advance from one phase to the next and
qualify for major new finding increments by
achieving management and oversight thresholds
verified by testing and evaluation. In the case of
selected program designs, test articles are
evaluated. These can be refined until judged
ready for production or program termination.

PRODUCE ASSET
A23 Produce Asset

"* Manufacture

"* onstruct This activity includes the manufacture of supplies
" Access unique to DoD requirements; the construction of
"* Take Deiver facilities; and the accession of people for both

civilian and military billets. The acquisition
process is complete when DoD receives and
signifies acceptance of or rejects potential assets.
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This activity represents the actual building/

PRODUCE ASSET manufacture, employment through recruiting
(accession), and receiving of assets to include all

"M Mnufcture activities typically associated with bringing new
"* Constwot personnel, materiel items, real estate/facilities, or
* Acca services into the inventory (e.g., first destination
"* Take Deivery transportation of materiel items by the vendor

from source of acquisition to point of DoD
distribution is included). This activity also

Continue includes preparing assets for distribution to include
any actions necessary to ensure minimum essential
asset usefulness at the point of receipt (e.g.,
providing all military personnel with initial entry
training to produce useful officers and enlisted
personnel). There are four activities in Produce
Asset:

Manufacture represents the detail fabrication,
assembly, and inspection of weapons, parts and
equipment. The process may be performed by
either Government, private industry, or both. The
process includes planning, providing required
resources, obtaining materials by other than
procurement, and production operations.

Construct represents the detailed fabrication,
assembly, and inspection of facilities. The
process may be performed by either Government,
private industry, or both. The process includes
planning, providing required resources, obtaining
materials by other than procurement, and
construction operations.

Access is the function that enlists the skills and
services of people to satisfy the DoD mission. It
includes the recruiting of military personnel and
the employment of government civilian personnel.
To obtain a minimally useful individual, all basic
training and initial orientation are included in this
function.

Take Delivery performs an evaluation of real
estate, facilities, supplies, services, and people to
assure that they comply with requirements.
Facilities, supplies, and services may have been
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manufactured or constructed to Government
specification or they may be received directly as
commercially available products and services. All
people and things entering in the Enterprise must
be received before they become Government
assets. In addition, procured items must be
accepted by procurement in response to
notification that they satisfy requirements.

A3 PROVIDE CAPABILITIES

This major activity manages the total asset

PRowVE C"pA nSs inventory of the DoD (active and inactive military
personnel, goods, and services); develops the

SManagp A-t. capabilities and infrastructures needed for support
* Suppoi Amt activities; readies force and support units; and
* foi.t Admn98ON. SOIcO provides routine/peacetime and mission support
* DwVOp Capajbit including the mobilization, deployment/re-

deployment, and sustainment of forces.
Supporting Commands, the Services, and Defense
Agencies perform support functions such as
supply, maintenance, and transportation, at fixed
sites in CONUS and abroad, to achieve peacetime
readiness, power projection, and operational
objectives. There are four activities in Provide
Capabilities:

Manage Assets controls the allocation of all assets
within the Department to organizations, units, or
specific inventories. Personnel and materiel assets
are assigned to units and organizations in
accordance with peacetime and mobilization
authorization/distribution plans and the disposition
of assets to be maintained, enhanced, transported,
or separated.

Support Assets sustains people, goods, and
services necessary to maintain, enhance, transport,
and separate assets. These activities are the
national- and local-level actions necessary to
conduct and evaluate each of these functions in
peacetime and in war.
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Provide Administrative Services involves

PROVID CAPUTIrS administrative support to people and other assets.
The services care for the assets, independent of

"* Mmag Assets the unique nature of the defense mission. It
" Support Asset includes such diverse services as informing and
"* • wig Adn*"mt,. Sevice advising people; providing administrative/
"* Dvlop coo management support; supporting and maintaining

information operations; providing financial and
facility/office services; and providing community

Condnued services.

Develop Capabilities entails the assembly,
training, and evaluation of personnel and materiel
assets into units and organizations that provide
capabilities used to perform all enterprise
activities.

A31 Manage Assets

This activity controls the allocation of all assets

MANAGE ASSETS within the Department to organizations, units, or
specific inventories. Personnel and materiel assets

"* Deterine Abilty to Provide are assigned to units and organizations in
Caplties, accordance with peacetime and mobilization

"* Decide oisposton authorization/distribution plans and the disposition
"of the asset to be maintained, enhanced,

* Aa As transported or separated. Departmental-level asset
managers will interact with subordinate elements
to ensure optimum assignments within the
constraints of available assets, replenishment
capabilities, and authorized levels of
unit/inventory fill.

The same approach is used for funds allocation
throughout the Department, through the
mechanisms of executing command operating
budgets, funds authorization, and execution
reporting. Depending on organization type,
services may also be assigned. Assets may be
assigned to active or reserve units or to inactive
status (e.g., Individual Ready Reserve, standby, or
retirees for personnel) or earmarked for transport
or separation. There are three activities in
Manage Assets:
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Determine Ability to Provide Capabilities

MANAGE ASSETS matches peacetime, transition, and wartime
requirements for assets against the DoD inventory.

•Dtewne Abity to ProM, The inventory is managed to make visible and
CapablibS accessible reserve personnel, civilian assets

* Docdd ois•e••to available under emergency and wartime
conditions, and other assets available through

* An a agreements with the civilian sector and allies.
"Criteria, including cost, are applied to obtain the

CM, ued best mix and timing of assets from various
sources, substitute items, reconstitute pipelines,
and in general optimally satisfy needs. Unfilled
requirements determine new acquisition needs.

Decide Disposition determines the best decisions
and actions to take with respect to all assets. It
determines if an asset should be maintained,
upgraded, positioned, or separated, and in what
sequence this should be performed.

Assign Assets determines the best way to assign
assets to organizations for their use; to assign
assets to organizations for their maintenance,
upgrade, positioning, and separation; and to
collect information relevant to the performance of
assets, including contracted-for services.

A32 Support Assets

This activity sustains people, goods, and services

SUPPORT ASSETS necessary to maintain, enhance, transport, and
separate assets. These activities involve the

* Maintain national- and local-level actions necessary to
0 Enhance conduct and evaluate each of these functions in
* Transport peacetime and in war. There are four activities in
* separate Support Assets:

Maintain includes the maintenance and repair of
materiel items and systems (to include automation
systems) through depot-level maintenance; the
healing of sick/wounded personnel and caring for
their dependents through dispensaries and medical
clinics/hospitals; and the maintenance and repair
of facilities and real estate.
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Enhance includes the post-accession individual
SUPPORT ASSETS training for skill progression and career

advancement at the Service branch schools and
"* M " colleges/universities. It includes the planned and
"* Enhanc programmed refurbishmen and modification of
"* T,,nwort materiel items that result in enhanced capabilities
* s t and changes to facilities that also improve their

utility. As a result of this activity, personnel gain
skill qualifiers and existing materiel items change

ConJued hfunctions/capabilities.

Transport includes all actions necessary to deploy
assets and units from one place to another.
Movement of forces and assets in the AOR is
addressed in Employ Forces. Typically, the
movement of assets involves inter-theater
transportation/lift (ground, sea, or air).
Transport also entails all actions necessary to
recover and account for all forces and assets once
an operation/exercise has been concluded, to
include the re-deployment or retrograde of
materiel and personnel from missions and areas of
operation. This activity also involves the
recurring peacetime movement of individual assets
for unit replacement, sustainment, or separation,
including moving service members, their families,
and household goods.

Separate includes all actions called for by
Department or other government regulations to
support separation of assets from US government
control and accountability. This includes routine
peacetime or demobilization actions related to
active and inactive inventories of personnel,
materiel, facilities, and real estate (e.g., foreign
military sales, demilitarization of munitions,
enviromnental clean-up, and one-time benefit
assignments associated with death and disability).
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A33 Provide Administrative Services

This activity provides administrative support to
jPROVIDE ADMINITRATIVE SEVWICES people and other assets. The focus of the services

"* Inh & Advise is to care for the assets, independent of the
"* Pruofation opera, particular nature of the defense activities in which

"P Services they are involved. It includes such diverse
"activities as informing and advising people (both

" Provide Seinternal and external DoD); providing
administrative/management support; supporting
and maintaining information operations; providing
financial and facility/office services; and providing
community services. There are five activities in
Provide Administrative Services:

Inform & Advise provides explanations and
expert opinions to people on such matters as
health benefits, legal rights, personnel policy, and
job openings. The focus of the activity is on the
personal concerns of people, as opposed to their
needs associated with their defense
responsibilities.

Provide Information Operational Services
carries out the day-to-day generic operations
required to deliver information-processing support
to users. Such services include installing
computers and related equipment, setting up
LANs, replacing equipment with newer versions,
loading application software packages, and
packing equipment for shipment.

Provide Financial Services examines financial
records (such as time reports, travel expense
reports, and financially significant events
occurring throughout the Defense enterprise);
identifies discrepancies, errors, and
misrepresentations; associates findings with
corresponding records; and creates financial
transactions appropriate to the functions of the
records (such as paychecks and travel expense
reimbursements, corrections to previous tax
withholdings, W-2 statements).
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Provide Facility Services ensures that workplaces
PROVIDE ADMNSTRATIVE SERVICES continue to operate in an orderly manner through

"* Woarm &Advise activities such as processing mail, replenishing
"* Provide Infiormation Opierational supplies of consumable assets, holding social

Services;
"* Provide Financial Services functions, and providing clerical services.
"* Provide Facility Services Provide Community Services ensures that

qualified military and civilian personnel and
families have access to such services and facilities

Condued as commissaries, post or base exchanges, schools
for military dependents, housing, social and
athletic activities, and religious institutions.

A34 Develop Capabilities

This activity entails the assembly, training, and
DEVELOP CAPABLITIES evaluation of personnel and materiel assets into

units and organizations that provide capabilities
4 in"rate used to deter and wage war, provide support, and
" Train Unis & administer the Department. There are three

activities in Develop Capabilities:
"* Assess Readiness

Integrate forms organizational elements from
individual military and civilian personnel and
materiel items that have been assigned or
distributed to units. It integrates personnel and
equipment within the command structure of a unit
or organization and imbuing those individuals with
the spirit and cohesion necessary to perform a
specified organizational mission.

Train Units & Organizations involves conducting
the annual training program to maintain unit and
organizational proficiency. The training program
is focused on those tasks, conditions, and
standards used to define and evaluate
organizational/unit skills essential to performing
assigned missions or functions.

Assess Readiness performs the evaluation of
unit/organizational asset status and proficiency to
accomplish assigned missions. It usually includes
an objective measurement of asset status, a
subjective assessment by commanders of the unit's
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ability to perform the mission, and the reporting,
tracking, and monitoring of that status through the
Joint Reporting Structure (IRS) and the Service
support systems.

A4 EMPLOY FORCES

This major activity of the enterprise encompasses
MO, orWo all the actions associated with executing National

Command Authority (NCA) decisions and orders
* Consi*uft Fam within the context of the National Military
* f . oper Oanal WNaMM Strategy. Main elements of the strategy include:
* crmt Opeatiom forward military presence, crisis response, and
0 Sumin Opwons strategic deterrence and defense.

All plans and orders are developed and issued in
the first activity of the enterprise, Establish
Direction. Employ Forces operations are
conducted to execute the assigned missions of the
Department when called upon by the President in
times of peace, crisis, warfighting, war
termination, and reconstitution after an operation.
Exercises are usually undertaken at the direction
of an authority below the NCA. There are four
activities in Employ Forces:

Constitute Forces de-¢elops and prepares the
command structures and the forces in the Area of
Responsibility (AOR) that will respond to the
NCA direction to conduct an operation or to
perform a joint exercise.

Provide Operational Intelgene identifies
specific requiments for managing operational
intelligence; collects raw intelligence from a
variety of sources; fuses and analyzes the data;
and distributes finished intelligence products to
Commanders, when, where, and in the form
needed to support operations in the field.

Conduct Operations conducts major training
exercises and operational missions. Exercises take
place within the context of joint employment force
structures and chains of command. This activity
involves the evaluation of force readiness or
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organizational proficiency through tests and
EUtoY FRE exercises to include field/fleet, command post, and

deployment exercises. It includes Conventional,
"* CAntituts Form Nuclear, Space, Special and Inter/Intra
"• fPvide Opwatinal Inteftence Government Operations.
"* Canduct Opwatiww

"* Sua O Sustain Operations sustains forces in the AOR.
It maintains materiel, sustains people, provides
supplies, and moves assets throughout the AOR
before operations commence, during execution,

Conanumd and after operations terminate. The activities are
integrated into the combatant Commander's
scheme of maneuver, fires, protection, and strike,
so they provide the right support at the right time
and place to achieve mission objectives. This
activity is related to Support Assets in A3. While
similar, these two activities are usually performed
in different environments, and under different
command/management. Therefore, they are
perceived to be distinct and different activities
within the DoD community. DoD's objective is to
integrate these activities seamlessly.

A41 Constitute Forces

This activity develops and prepares the command
structure and the forces in the Area of

COSMUTE FORCES Responsibility (AOR) that will respond to the
" CmNational Command Authority (NCA) direction to

conduct an operation to perform a joint exercise.
"* Ass P & ordn There are three activities in Constitute Forces:

"* Intto, as Organize Command organizes a command or

task force and assigns units based on assigned
tasks. In some cases, units are already assigned,
and this activity changes command assignment of
organizations allocated to the operational
command structure of a supported Commander in
Chief (CINC), Joint Task Force commander, or
other combatant commander within an assigned
AOR.

Assess Plans & Orders assesses plans, orders,
Rules of Engagement (ROE) and the status of plan
execution. Of particular importance for the
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Commander is the arrival and integration of

comA rMTE OR assigned units into forces in the AOR as
prescribed by the plan and as they are being

"* Orgaize Com.mnd deployed through the Transport activity described
earlier.

"* Assess Plans & Orders

"* Integrate Force Integrate Forces integrates units from multiple
services into a joint force, and integrates units

__from multiple countries into a combined force.
The combined force may include US, allied and

Continued coalition forces.

A42 Provide Operational Intelligence

This activity identifies specific requirements for

PROVID ATONAL managing operational intelligence; collects raw
.mO uncE intelligence from a variety of sources; fuses and

analyzes the data; and distributes finished
SCOc Operatior.al kntfhene intelligence products to Commanders, when,

SFuse/An.lyz where, and in the form needed to support
operations in the field. There are three activities

Provide Product. to Conwnender in Provide Operaftona Intelligence:

Collect Operation Inteligene responds to
specific requiment for intelligence information
which are identified prior to and during
operations. These include the enemy order-of-
battle, intentions, facilities and installations,
civilian populations, operational environments,
weather, status of friendly forces, logistics,
command and control, and damage assessments.
Intelligence capabilities at the national and theater
levels are focused on the specific needs of the
theater commanders. Various collection assets are
employed at the national and theater levels to
gather human, communications, signal, and
imagery data (raw intelligence).

Fuse/Analyze fuses and analyzes intelligence data
to produce finished intelligence products useful to
Commanders. Different sources such as national
intelligence are compared to evaluate estimates of
the emerging situation until a level of certainty is
reached.
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Provide Products to Commanders provides
finished intelligence products, including
assessments and data necessary for conducting
operations (e.g., targeting information) to
Commanders in a timely and secure manner.
Different media are used to present the
information to maximize its utility.

A43 Conduct Operations

This activity conducts major training exercises and

CONDUCT o~no•I operational missions. Exercises take place within
the context of joint employment force structures

"* Condu CtmCndmUWOei and chains of command. This activity evaluates
"* Cooom "'' Ope force readiness or organizational proficiency
"* Coand Sque OpemtI through tests and exercises to include field/fleet,
" " Cond•ut Sec ..i Op " command post, and deployment exercises.
" Condut him/bn Govenme
____ ___ Operational missions are initiated by the NCA and

involve executing the approved concept of
operation and scheme of maneuver and fires (if
applicable) embedded in the OPLAN, to include
all the nested concepts developed and executed by
subordinate commanders to achieve the mission
objectives of the plan. There are attendant
departmental/agency consequences in terms of
increased workloads and other mobilization effects
that are also captured in this activity.

Activities in this area are sometimes initiated at
the direction of the President in concert with the
Domestic Policy Council, and sometimes with the
Governors of the States and Territories. This
activity can involve the use of federal and
National Guard forces to provide assistance at
times of national disaster, to support federal, state
and local infrastructure initiatives, and to restore
civil order. There are five activities in Conduct
Operations:

Conduct Conventional Operations includes
operations conducted by general purpose forces
which do not include the use of nuclear weapons.
These operations include peacekeeping, and major
and lesser regional conflicts. Conventional
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operations are performed by air, land, and
CONDUCT OPMT•O maritime forces to gain, maintain, and exploit

" Conduct Conventional Op s control of the operational environment in forward
" Conduct N o and rear areas of operations. They include joint
"* Conduct Space Opwaton air defense/air space management operations, and
"* Conduct Special Opertio integrated fire support operations.
"* Conduct Inteo/Intva Gowmnwnt

Opeations Conduct Nuclear Operations uses Nonstrategic
__Nuclear Forces (NSNF) and Strategic Nuclear

Forces (SNF) to deter conflict by posturing forces
Co~lPUed to conduct nuclear operations in response to a

threat of an attack against vital US interests and to
employ the NSNF and NSF as directed by the
NCA. NSNF provide an escalatory or retaliatory
response below the level of strategic nuclear
forces and serve as a deterrent to conventional,
nuclear, and chemical threats and attacks.
Strategic nuclear operations protect against
strategic nuclear attack on the US, and plans,
safeguards, executes, recovers/reconstitutes, and
terminate nuclear offensive operations.

Conduct Space Operations includes operations
that provide freedom of action in space for
friendly forces while, when directed, denying it to
any enemy, and encompasses the broad aspects of
protection of US and allied space systems and
negations of enemy space systems.

Conduct Special Operations includes operations
conducted by specially trained, equipped, and
organized DoD forces against strategic or tactical
targets in pursuit of national military, political,
economic, or psychological objectives. These
operations may be conducted during periods of
peace or hostilities. They may support
conventional operations, or they may be
prosecuted independently when the use of
conventional forces is either inappropriate or
infeasible.

Conduct Inter/Intra Government Operations
includes operations conducted in coordination with
other nations and US government agencies, states
and localities, for humanitarian assistance, disaster
relief, support to civil authorities and other
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operations which are not a response to a direct
military threat.

A44 Sustain Operations

This activity sustains forces in the AOR. It
SUSTA OPMERTOM maintains materiel, sustains people, provides

"supplies, and moves assets throughout the AOR
* uMifltS , ~before operations commence, during execution,
"* Sustan pw, and after operations terminate (e.g., for re-
"* A deployment out of the AOR). The activities are

integrated into the combatant Commander's
" Move scheme of maneuver, fires, protection, and strike,

so they provide the right support to the forces at
the right time and place to achieve mission
objectives. The functions described in Sustain
Operations are similar to sumistaing base
functions described in Provide Capabiitie.
However, those sustaining operations are generally
conducted in the Continental US (CONUS) as part
of the routine operation of the department and
preparation to meet contingenies (e.g.,
mobilization). The activities described here occur
on the "battlefield," in extreme environments and
under hazardous conditions. They often involve
different mechanisms (e.g., systems) and controls,
and are usually performed as an integral part of a
military operation (see Conduct Operations).
There are four activities in Sustain Operations:

Maintain Materiel keeps equipment, weapons,
facilities, and other materiel assets in repair in the
AOR so they can be employed in operations.

Sustain People houses, feeds, clothes, provides
medical care for, pays, and provides other support
needed by military personnel and civilians in the
AOR.

Resupply provides items for consumption and
replacement, such as food, fuel, ammunition, and
spares.

Move re-positions assets from one geographical
location to another within the AOR, in accordance
with specified timing and other movement
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6. THE DoD STRATEGIC DATA MODEL

The DoD Strategic Data Model is another critical element in the overall CIM initiative.

It is the principal means by which the senior leadership of the Department has represented data-

related priorities for guiding the cross-functional integration of process improvement and data

standardization opportunities. The following sections provide information on the DoD Strategic

Data Model and its use in developing functional area and/or Component data models.

6.1 STRATEGIC DATA MODEL

As part of tl• development of the DoD Enterprise Model, the DoD Strategic Data Model

has been developed to rovide a framework to help the DoD functional areas improve functional

processes, data, and inration systems. Focused on these goals, the DoD Strategic Data

Model offers a corresponding viewpoint and purpose to the activity portion of the DoD Enterprise

Model.

Viewpoint: Secretary of Defense and civilian and military leaders authorized
to carry out missions in support of the National Security and
Military Strategies.

Purpose: To develop the standard frame of reference for identifying
improvement opportunities for data and information needed to
support DoD activities.

The DoD Strategic Data Model was developed in conjunction with the description of the

activities in the DoD Enterprise Model. As mentioned earlier, the National Security Strategy of

the United States and National Military Strategy of the United States set the context for the

Enterprise Model. In addition to these sources of information, the DoD Strategic Data Model

has been updated to reflect comments received from the DoD community on data needs that are

of strategic importance to the operation of the Department.

Generally, the Strategic Data Model provides direction for DoD functional area data

modeling efforts. These efforts are to refine and implement thirteen strategic information

requirements that have been chosen by senior DoD officials as being critical to the success of the

Department.
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6.1.1 Strategic Information Needs

Data and information must N.come more accessible, available, relevant, timely, secure,

and affordable. Data is the "glue" that makes functional integration and interoperability possible

so that all the activities of DoD can work together better to meet common leadership goals,

objectives, and measures of performance. Figure 6-1 is a representation of the strategic

information that is critical in managing and operating the Department. The analogy used is the

"data bucket" which collects and stores data about those things that are of interest to senior

management. Importantly, while the thirteen buckets identify management priorities, the DoD

data requirement extends beyond the management view illustrated in Figure 6-1. For example,

data needs may include information about documents, geographic features, blood products, and

fuel.

ACTIONS AGREEMENTS CAPABILITIES FACILMTES FUNDS
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Figure 6-1. STRATEGIC LEVEL DATA BUCKETS
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6.1.2 Relationships Between the Buckets

As the strategic view of the information which is created, managed, and used by the

Department, the data buckets begin to illustrate the complexity of the data resource that is

managed throughout DoD. Figure 6-2 provides an executive summary or overview of some of

the strategic relationships between the data buckets that are important to the management of the

Department's operations. The reader should note that the relationships between the data buckets

are illustrated as lines with dots between the major areas of interest to senior DoD managers.

While Figure 6-2 uses IDEF1X notation, it is only semantically correct at a very general level.

A complete description of the DoD Strategic Data Model is found in Appendix C. A brief

discussion of each data bucket is provided below to show the additional complexity of data

relationships.

GUIDANCE AILM~ES

REAN EATATE

ACTIANS

Figure 6-2. ILLUSTRATION OF RELATIONSHIPS SUPPORTED
IN DoD STRATEGIC DATA MODEL

It should also be noted that while entity labeling rules are not strictly enforced in Figure
6-2, entity names in Appendix C are consistent with DoD 8320.1 series conventions. For
example, the PEOPLE becomes PERSON; FACILITIES is FACILITY.
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Strategic Information Requirements (Entities)

"U ACTIONS

DoD ORGANIZATIONs carry out operations and perform appropriate
ACTIONs at numerous LOCATIONs around the world. Most ACTIONs
are directed by PLANs that are generated in response to a given
SITUATION. ORGANIZATIONs make use of assets such as PEOPLE,
MATERIEL, FUNDS, FACILITIES, and REAL ESTATE in performing
these ACTIONs.

"* AGREEMENTS

The cooperative infrastructure necessary to mobilize US resources, and
those of alliance or coalition partners is embodied in AGREEMENTs.
Treaties are the most formal examples of AGREEMENTs for this purpose.
In some cases, new or revised GUIDANCE may require new
AGREEMENTs to be formed; while in other cases, GUIDANCE must be
formulated in compliance with existing AGREEMENTs. Contracts and
understandings are also examples of administrative AGREEMENTs that
apply to industry as well as DoD. Recently, United Nations Resolutions
have been used to provide direction and form coalitions.

"* CAPABIIUTIES

Based on GUIDANCE derived from assessments of the world
SITUATION, the required CAPABILITIES are brought into being through
the development and execution of related PLANs. CAPABILITIES might
be ultimately realized in ORGANIZATIONs through the compilation and
application of resources. The status and LOCATION of
ORGANIZATIONs and resources are monitored and their CAPABILITIES
assessed continually to provide a reliable, timely understanding of US
defense CAPABILITIES.

"* FACILITIES

Support systems, equipment, and FACILITIES provide the mechanisms for
providing and sustaining required CAPABILITIES for DoD
ORGANIZATIONs to perform necessary ACTIONs. FACILITIES are
put in place at appropriate LOCATIONs around the world to respond to
certain SITUATIONs.

"* FUNDS

Congress appropriates FUNDs for DoD, authorizes their expenditure, and
provides GUIDANCE for their use. DoD plans, programs, and budgets
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for FUNDs, and allocates them to the various ORGANIZATIONs
throughout the Department to carry out the requisite ACTIONs necessary
to accomplish their assigned missions.

"U GUIDANCE

Necessary strategies, statutes, policies, regulations, doctrines, and missions
are developed as GUIDANCE to appropriately meet the world
SITUATION. To the extent possible, GUIDANCE is developed in
advance of events which could trigger a defense response (warfighting,
peacekeeping, humanitarian). AGREEMENTs that are in place constrain
GUIDANCE. GUIDANCE evolves from strategies into required
CAPABILITIES that in turn direct the development of specific PLANs.
The GUIDANCE used to describe required CAPABILITIES will also be
provided to govern ORGANIZATIONs tasked to provide the level and
timing of responses to SITUATIONs.

"* LOCATION

LOCATION is critical to ORGANIZATIONs and to positioning their
assets for employment in response to a given SITUATION. Management
of DoD assets such as PEOPLE, FUNDS, MATERIEL, and FACILITIES
requires precise knowledge of their LOCATION.

"* MATERIEL

All the equipment and supplies necessary to carry out the mission of DoD
constitute the area of MATERIEL. MATERIEL is allocated to
ORGANIZATIONs to establish given CAPABILITIES and enable them to
accomplish assigned ACTIONs. Commanders and supporting logisticians
work to ensure that the proper MATERIEL is in the proper LOCATION
to respond to the current SITUATION.

"* ORGANIZATIONS

ORGANIZATIONs acquire, manage, and use assets (PEOPLE,
MATERIEL, FACILITIES, REAL ESTATE, FUNDs.)
ORGANIZATIONs also prepare and position assets in the proper
LOCATION to be ready to respond to GUIDANCE driven by the world
SITUATION. Specific GUIDANCE, such as an operation order, directs
the ACTIONs of ORGANIZATIONs to provide the appropriate level and
timing of response to influence and stabilize the given SITUATION. In
anticipation of such tasking, ORGANIZATIONs continually monitor,
assess, and report their CAPABILITIES.
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"* PEOPLE

From the Executive and Congressional authorities who establish
GUIDANCE for the Nation, to the senior Defense leaders who interpret
this direction into policy for the DoD, to the military and civilian members
who form ORGANIZATIONs, PEOPLE are critical to providing for the
common defense. PEOPLE, who carry out the ACTIONs necessary to
defend the Nation, are the single most important asset of the DoD.

"* PLANS

PLANs are developed to achieve required CAPABILITIES based on
general and specific GUIDANCE. The President's National Security
Strategy of the United States and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff's National Military Strategy of the United States provide the highest
framework for the development of civilian and military PLANs. The
Defense Planning Guidance provides resource constraints and leads to the
Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan, which apportions projected
CAPABILITIES for use in developing military operation PLANs.
Operational scenarios anticipating the changing and volatile world
SITUATION are developed with appropriate PLANned levels of response.
ORGANIZATIONs are created and directed by these PLANs to provide
the appropriate response including warfighting and support ACTIONs.

"* REAL ESTATE

The DoD owns a vast amount of REAL ESTATE, both improved and
unimproved, to support the business and warfighting missions of its
ORGANIZATIONs. . me DoD REAL ESTATE, such as weapons
training areas, bombing ranges, etc., cover large expanses; others might
be quite small, such as a remote radar site. REAL ESTATE in the form
of military bases and installations host the FACILITIES and provide the
LOCATION for military ORGANIZATIONs to operate from in
performing assigned ACTIONs.

"* SITUATIONS

Political, military, economic, and natural events or conditions throughout
the world, individually or collectively, comprise SITUATIONs which may
require an appropriate level and timing of response to provide for the
common defense. In order to provide the appropriate response and
accomplish the required ACTIONs, certain SITUATIONs call for
GUIDANCE to be issued.
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6.2 USING THE DoD STRATEGIC DATA MODEL

As illustrated by Figure 6-2 and the discussion on relationships between data buckets, the

description of data needs can get very complex. An approach to managing the complexity is

illustrated in Figure 6-3 which shows an example of the alignment/mapping of an activity view

(Access - which involves the recruiting and qualifying of people) of the Enterprise Model with

the corresponding data view. This side-by-side analysis shows the general approach that is used

to harmonize activity and data requirements. In addition, Figure 6-3 illustrates how the DoD

Strategic Data Model is used to develop data views that detail functional area data needs.

ACTIVTY AM3 - ACCESS
151Osoember'1ISU

STATEME~rT Acquire people, hincdlurg the provin of basic training

Basedonpersonnelsluiwkrds and spedlodoreland This adM* kouses an obisi*lg a PERSON W 6 a POSITION or bft
prown i ono aft aoqikempeople agains Accssing people In DoD may reult in thirig a PERSON as a

speckstabndards and lien queaes lam ID become CMUIAN or MUTARY member. Candideles ff"yorighol tom
msels with opertilondal steenc or assigned. "miso oside fte gammienmet (1ie piaWe seclo ciiian popullin) orto
wowa hinto Deprmenleto(Delenee. Esci mission area within toe WOW~ governmenor as current DoD emploeses (dvbn or
may represent oppwkxueeto modffy spedlonlions. milmiey, seeking advancemenstor change. To be considered qualiled.
rnsliod, and oplions ioqmmly humnresourews I meeto lieSlLLsd eaci PERSON awplykV must be malced to the 51G.!
consefftl Oia*i guidance amd speodwww set required by lie POSMTON. Under cwohM i *urieisrtas, such as

initia ert~ dim or nm~my pVmna may be admilled to DoD as

requirements ID8a pauiion wfuin a kIe ORGANIIZATION or unit. As
CkMGJ AN4CE. toe ameseon aclo mustfllow ft dden
personnel regulalone of OPM orlie mielly pauuonnel regublion of
lie Service orpgencdohig ie Ihirig. Each POSITION may require
many SIG I s which mut~ be tacked, grouped, andl changed as
approprdae, en d each PERSON may have severa drabunt SIOLLs

wt~h n~alsob ela , may be improved, andliso must be
changed IDtaske edvarvigs o dirprovhig PERSON-SOLLs as
malchd wti POSfl1ON-SIOLL set requiremerft

Asset Pioduclo Aoquislo ORGANIZTION- ORWAITON-

Reunised~ Accesio 10

Civilin e dub 10

fcapabiitesSOm

Figure 6-3. EXAMPLE OF USING THE STRtATEGIC DATA MODEL
AND ACTIVITY MODEL TO DEVELOP FUNCTIONAL AREA DATA MODEL
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Generally, it should be noted that Figure 6-3 includes entities that are shown in the DoD

Strategic Data Model (e.g., PERSON, ORGANIZATION) and entities that are not shown in the

Strategic Data Model (e.g., POSITION, SKILL). Importantly, the additional data need becomes

visible in connection with detailing functional area requirements. These requirements become

extensions to the DoD Data Model as they are integrated with the DoD Strategic Data Model.

Basically, readers should note that the DoD Strategic Data Model is part of the DoD Data

Model and provides the mechanism that facilitates the integration of functional area and

Component data models (i.e., the DoD Data Model is the integrated collection of all functional

area and Component data models). In addition, DoD 8320.1 series guidance provides procedures

that support the development and use of the DoD Data Model as the starting point for the cross-

functional integration of data models and is used as the basis for data element standardization.

Every DoD functional activity should be able to identify its data requirements as a partial view

of the DoD Data Model. Additional information on the use of the DoD Strategic Data Model

as a mechanism for the integration of functional area data models is included in Appendix C.11

6.3 GLOSSARY OF COMMON TERMS

"* Data

A representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a formalized manner
suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing by humans or by
automatic means. (FIPS Pub 11-3)

"* Data Administration (DAdm)

That function of the organization which oversees the management of data
across all functions of the organization, and is responsible for central
information planning and control. (NBS Spec Pub 500-149)

"* Enterprise

An arbitrarily-defined functional and administrative entity that exists to
perform a specific, integrated set of missions and achieve associated goals

3_/ Four data views are presented in Appendix C to illustrate the use of the Strategic Data
Model. These views include: CAPABILITY, DOCUMENT, LOCATION, and FEATURE.
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and objectives, encompassing all of the primary functions necessary to

perform those missions.

"* Enterprise Model

An information management model(s) that presents an integrated top-level
representation of DoD processes and information flows.

"* Entity

An object of interest to the enterprise. (NBS Spec Pub 500-149)

"* Functional Area

A functional area encompasses the scope (the boundaries) of a set of
related functions and data for which an OSD Principal Staff Assistant or
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has DoD-wide responsibility,
authority, and accountability. (Draft DoDI 8020.1). A functional area is
comprised of one or more functional activities, each of which consists of
one or more functional processes. (DoDD 8000.1)

"* Metadata

Information describing the characteristics of data; data or information
about data; descriptive information about an organization's data, data
activities, systems, and holdings. (NBS Spec Pub 500-1522)

"* Modeling

Application of a standard, rigorous, structured methodology to create and
validate a physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a
system, entity, phenomenon, or process. Process improvement modeling
defines and documents the current ("as is") and desired future ("to be")
processes and information requirements of a functional activity. Two
types of process improvement models are: (Draft DoDI 8020.1)

Activity Models

Models of the activities which are (or will be) conducted
within a functional activity showing inputs, outputs,
controls, and methanisms.

Data Models

Models of the entity definitions, attributes, relationships,
and the integrity constraints through which the information
created and used by the functional activity is managed, and
from which standard data are created.
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APPENDIX A

THE ACTIVITY MODEL
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THE ACTIVITY MODEL

The Enterprise Model was developed using the IDEF (Integrated Computer-Aided

Manufacturing DEFinition) modeling approach. IDEFO is used to depict activities while

IDEFIX is used to depict the data that support those activities. This appendix shows the DoD

Enterprise Activity models; the related data models are shown in Appendix C.

Figure A-1 on the following page shows the basic elements of an IDEF activity model.

The activity itself is "what" is done. Its interfaces are depicted as arrows entering or leaving

the activity box. As in other modeling methods, -gV1 enter from the left and M= leave

from the right of the box; the activity transforms inputs into outputs. Arrows entering at the top

are controls; they provide dhiwon and constraints. Typical controls in the DoD are policy and

guidance. Arrows entering from the bottom are mechanisms. Mechanisms represent the means

used to perform the activity. For example, an information system is a mechanism. The DoD

Enterprise Activity Model arrow (or input, output, control, mechanism (ICOM)) definitions are

contained in Appendix B.

From the basic construct of Figure A-i, an activity model of an enterprise is developed

through a top-down process of decomposition. The fundamental mission of the enterprise is

established as the first activity. This activity is decomposed into subordinate activities, whose

interfaces must be consistent with those in the parent activity. Successive levels in the model

are developed in the same way, until it is judged to be sufficiently detailed to allow for

identification and analysis of potential areas for improvement.

An activity model is developed within a context and from a particular point of view.

These help to establish the boundaries for analysis. The context can be a larger enterprise. For

example, the defense mission is part of the larger Federal government mission. The point of

view may be that of an organization o. -Jer; the DoD Enterprise Model was developed from

the viewpoint of the Secretary of Defense within the context of the defense mission.
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Control: Intafaces th guide
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Figure A-1. AN IDEF ACTIVITY MODEL
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DoD STRATEGIC DATA MODEL

This appendix presents the DoD Strategic Data Model in a series of IDEF1X diagrams.

Section C. A begins with a brief discussion on model notation and conventions. Section C.2

provides an overview of the DoD Strategic Data Model and thirteen views that detail the major

data related priorities that are of interest to senior DoD officials. Section C.3 provides a

discussion on intersecting entities. Section C.4 provides examples on using the DoD Strategic

Data Model.

C.1 IDEF IX DATA MODELING NOTATION

The DoD Strategic Data Model uses IDEFIX notation to describe information

requirements that are critical to managing the Department of Defense. As an introduction to the

notation used, the following sections provide a brief description of the IDEFIX syntax concerning

entities and attributes, category notation, and relationships.

C. 1.1 Entities and Attributes

In the DoD Strategic Data Model, an entity is a physical or conceptual object that is of

interest to senior DoD officials who are responsible for managing the Department as a corporate

enterprise. Focused on enterprise management, the strategic entity represents information about

situations, resources, concepts, and assets that must be managed in order for the Department to

succeeded in its missionY The strategic entity represents information needs that have been

selected by senior officials within the Department as being critical to the management of the

Department.

In using IDEFIX to describe strategic information requirements, the DoD Strategic Data

Model distinguishes between independent and dependent entities. The principal independent

V1 This definition of an entity follows the principles of strategic data planning and
practitioners of top-down information engineering and system design. One should also note that
the entity labels used in the DoD Strategic Data Model are singular in nature. This is in keeping
with proper data modeling conventions. For example, PERSON is the entity label assigned to
the "People" data bucket described in Section 6.
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entities are: ACTION, AGREEMENT, CAPABILITY, FACILITY, FUND, GUIDANCE,

LOCATION, MATERIEL, ORGANIZATION, PERSON, PLAN, REAL ESTATE, and

SITUATION. Figure C- I shows the symbols associated with independent and dependent entities.

Depon no dw i anI deasfor

dat b kkrbdcafio, datame biderdkcab.

Figure C-1. IDEFiX SYMBOLS FOR INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT
ENTITIES

Note: The area above the line is reserved for the identifying keys.

Each entity has attributes which are characteristics or properties that describe the entity.

Attributes that uniquely identify individual instances of the entity are termed key-attributes;

attributes not used for this purpose are termed non-key attributes. As shown in Figure C-i, key

attributes are placed above the horizontal line within the entity box, and non-key attributes are

placed below that line.

The DoD Strategic Data Model also categorizes attributes according to the use in either

the key-area or the data area of the entity. For example, PERSON is an entity that has been

selected for inclusion in the DoD Strategic Data Model. The primary key as shown in Figure

C-2 is person-id. The foreign key (designated (FK)) is person-type-id.

PERSON-TYPE PERSON
person-type-id person-id

_--I person-type-id (FK)

Figure C-2. PRIMARY AND FOREIGN KEYS
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Non-key attributes that may be of strategic importance under the PERSON entity include

the attributes: person-name and person-social-security-number. The DoD Strategic Data Model

is a key-based data model in that all entities have primary keys and where appropriate show

foreign keys.

C. 1.2 Category Notation

The DoD Strategic Data Model also uses an IDEFIX convention known as category

notation. Figure C-3 shows the two types of category notation supported under IDEFIX.

kncompiete
GENERIC PARENT Not AN Categones

Shown

Entity- 1 Entty-2

Each category entity represents a subset of Cornete
ftl •- inte. Category entity df..es F1Z 1
inherits the pInmway key(s) from the parent.

Figure C-3. IDEFIX SYNTAX FOR ENTITY CATEGORIES

In the DoD Strategic Data Model, a generic parent is generally one of the principal

entities listed above. Category entities are used to represent subtypes of the generic parent. If

the subtypes depicted are exhaustive, the category is complete and the double line is used to

indicate this fact. If the subtypes depicted are only a fraction of the complete set, then the

category is said to be incomplete and only one line is used in the symbol. Figure C-4 shows the

use of the category notation for the entity PERSON.
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PERSON

MTLrIARY CIILIAN
Spcnon-id (FK W c, o-d I FK)

Figure C-4. CATEGORY NOTATION FOR ENTITY
PERSON

C. 1.3 Relationship Notation

The DoD Strategic Data Model also uses IDEFIX notation for three main types of re-

lationships that can exist between two entities. The general specification is shown in Figure C-5.

ENTRY A ENT1rY B

entityVERB PHaRASE entity b iidfeerr

One-to-nany idenbfying relationsthio. Primay key(s) from
ENTrTY A are inhented by the ENTITY B as a povton of the
prmary key atArues.

ENTTY A ENTITY B

entity a identifier VERB PHRASE entity b identdier

entity a eifmier (FK)

One-to-many nonidnfng ratonsi Prtmiay key(s)
frnm ENTITY A are inheited by the ENTrTY B as
normunfllying altnbutes.

ENTITY A ENTiTY B

entity a identiPHASfetiyieren

Many-to-many reationship. Primary key(s) of
ENTTTY A and ENTRFY B are not inherite by either
of the entities.

Figure C-5. IDEFIX RELATIONSHIP NOTATION
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The DoD Strategic Data Model uses one-to-many identifying and one-to-many non-

identifying relationships as shown in Figure C-5. The many-to-many relationship shown at the

bottom of Figure C-5 is used to provide an executive overview of the data model on page C-7.

These many-to-many relationships are not, however, shown in the data model views illustrated

on pages C-8 to C-20. The many-to-many relationships are resolved by inserting an associative

entity which allows us to relate primary entities to each other. An example is illustrated in

Figure C-6 by the entity ORGANIZATION-PERSON.

PERSON-TYPE PERSON

peoFon-type-id person-id

T CM

ORGANIZATION-PERSON ORGANIZATION

Figure C-6. RELATIONSHIP NOTATION IN DOD STRATEGIC DATA
MODEL

Figure C-6 illustrates how entities, attributes, category entities, and relationships are

depicted in the views the of DoD Strategic Data Model. ORGANIZATION-PERSON is an

example of an associative entity that is dependent on both ORGANIZATION and PERSON and

is used to resolve a many-to-many relationship. In this circumstance, the ORGANIZATION-

PERSON entity allows us to associate a person (e.g., Jane Doe) to the organization that employs

her (e.g., Defense Information Systems Agency).

The following summarizes the conventions used to present the DoD Strategic Data Model.

(a) Independent entities are shown as a rectangular box.

(b) Dependent entities are show as a rounded rectangular box.

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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(c) Attributes are contained in both the key-area and data-area of an entity.
Nevertheless, the Strategic Data Model is a key-based data model as
described under IDEFIX.

(d) Category entities are shown as subtypes under principal entities.

(e) Identifying relationships are shown as a solid line with a single dot at one
end.

(f) Non-identifying relationships are shown as a dashed line with a single dot
at one end.

(g) Intersecting entities are used to resolve many-to-many relationships
between principal entities.

Additional information on modeling conventions can be found in several excellent sources

on data modeling and IDEFIX techniques. Of special interest is the IDEF1X Federal

Information Processing Standard (FIPS) which has been developed by the National Institute of

Standards and Technology.

C.2 DoD STRATEGIC DATA MODEL

The DoD Strategic Data Model is presented in pages C-7 through C-20. The Data Model

consists of the following information:

(a) Page C-8 illustrates an executive overview of the principal independent
entities and the high-level relationships that exist between them.

(b) Pages C-9 through C-21 presents the strategic view of each principal
independent entity. These figures introduce the use of the category
notation and intersecting entity as described above.

(c) Pages C-22 through C-25 describes several intersecting entities in terms of
the DoD business activities that are supported.

The information provided in Appendix D is also useful for examining the scope of the

DoD Strategic Data Model. Appendix D includes definitions for each entity and attribute that

is contained in the DoD Strategic Data Model.
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ACTION TYPE ACTION ACTION-FACILITY FACILITY

Strategn Enit Vieiywd(K)fcliyi

Presentedn in IDEFI

ACCTION-PLGANIO PRGANIZTO

ACAOCATTILMAENE

St~cEtt iwACTION-PESTUlON PESTATON

DoDTh Entrpis Entrpis Modell Volume idI

plan1 Jd(K)panur 199



AGREEMENT TYPE AGREEMENT

agreement type id agreement id

agrement type id (FK)

AGREEMENT 7
Strategic Entity View CONTRACT TREATY UNDERSTANDING
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data Model agreement id (FK) agreement id (FK) [agreement id (FK)
Presented in IDEF1X Format

AGREEMENT-GUIDANCE GUIDANCE
•guidance id (FK) guidance i

agreement id (FK)

ORGANIZATION-AGREEMENT ORGANIZATION

agreement id (FK)oraitond
organization id (FK)

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volwne I
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CAPABILTY
CAPASUN YP

-- capabilty tyeid (

READINESS ý ý MODERINIZATION

CAPABILIrV-GUIDANCE GUIDANCE

CAPABI~LIY
Strategic Entity View CAPABIUITY-ORGANIZATION ORGANIZATION
(Key-based)

DoD Enterprise Data cpblt d(K raiaini
Model rabtoid(K
Presented in IDEFIX
Format

CAPABIIFTY-PLAN PA

CAPABILITYFACILITY

CAPABILRY-MATERIEL

CAPABILITY-PERSON

TheDoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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FACILITY
FACILITY TYPE

facility tyeid (

STRUCTURE

facility Id( )

CAPABILITY-FACILITY ABIT

FACILITY
Strategic Entity View PERSON-FACIUITY PERSON
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data fclt d(K esnI
Made[lesn d(K
Presented in IDENiX
Format

ORGANIZATlON-FACILUlY ORGANIZATON

FACILITY-LOCATION
LOCATION

facility id (FK)loaond

ACTION-FACILITY ATO

7The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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FUND TYPE FUND

fund type id fund id

fund type id (FK) fund type id

APPROPRIATED FUND REVOLVING FUND NON-APPR PRIATED FUND

fund id (FK) fundid (FK) jfundid(K)

ORGANIZATION-FUND ORGANIZATIONfudi organzaton, i
organization id (FK) .

FUND
Strategic Entity View
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEF1X Format
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GUIDANCE TYPE GUIDANCE

guidance type id guidance id uane"i

DOCTRINE DIRECTIVE STRATEGY

guidanc F) gudnei fdn d

AGREEMENT-GUIDANCEAGEMN

GUIDANCE
Strategic Entity View ORGANIZAllON-GUIDANCE ORGANIZAllON
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data gudrei F)organization id
Model ognaini
Presented in IDEFIX~ognzto d(K
Format

SITUATION-GUIDANCE SITUATION

CAPABILITY-GUIDANCE
CAPABI~LIY

guidance id (FK)
____________ caablity Id (FK) capability id

PLAN-GUIDANCE

The DoD Enterprise Model, Volume I
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LOCATION TYPE LOCATION

~~location type id (K

GEOLOCATION POINT ADDRESS

lociabon id (FK) location id (F) location id (FK)

LOCATION lcto d(K

Strategic Entity ViewOwsit id(K P
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEFiX Format ORGANIZAITON-LOCATION

ORGANIZEATION

REAL ESTATE-LOCATION

MATERIEL-LOCATION

PERSON-LOCATION
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MATERIEL TYPE MATERIEL

materiel type id materel id SUPPLY EQUIPMENT

-- -materal t id (Fm) mate" id (FI0 materiel id (FM)

ORGANIZATION-MATERIEL ORGANIZATION

mat"rie d (FK) orai:aini
___S -organization id (FK) o

MATERIEL-LOCATION
LOCATION

MATERIEL mate" ie d (FK) I

Strategic Entity View location id (FK)

(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEFIX Format

ACTION-MATERIEL

materiel id (FK) action id

CAPABILITY-MATERIEL

caality id (FK)cabityd

PERSON-MATERIEL PERSON
materiel id (FK)
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PERSON TYPE PERSON

persontypeid _ p6I'SOflId ptypeid

person type Id (FK)

MIUTARY PERSON CMUAN PERSON

PERSON �� id (FK) f �
Strategic Entity View
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEFi X Format

ORGANIZATiON-PERSON

person Id (FK)

____________________ organization id (fl� organizatIon id (FK)

______________ PERSON-MATERIEL

ACTION-PERSON

PERSON-FACIUlY

CAPABIUlY-PERSON
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PLAN TYPE PLAN

plan type id plan id

plan type :d (FK)

MIUTARY OPERATION PLAN MANAGE ENT PLAN

plan id (FK) I plan id (FK)
PLAN _

Strategic Entity View
(Key-based)
DoD enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEFIX Format PLAN-GUIDANCE GUIDANCE

PTlaei Do) EntrpiseMdance V eid

guidance id (FK)

ORGANIZATJON-PLAN ORGANIZATION

organization id (FK)

ACTION-PLAN ACTION

action id (1F1)

CAPABILITY-PLAN CAPABILITY

plan id (FK) capability id

capability id (1=10
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REAL ESTATE TYPE REAL ESTATE

real estate type id real estate id

real estate type id (FK)

REAL ESTATE-LOCATION LCTO

-- location id (FK)

REAL ESTATE
Strategic Entity View
(Key-based)
DoD Enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEF1X Format

ORGANIZATION-REAL ESTATE
ORGANIZATION

.real estate id (FK)
organization id (FK) .- organization id
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SITUATION TYPE SITUATION

situation type id -a situation id siation type id

situation type id (FK)

, 
111

SITUATION NATURAL EVENT MILITARY EVENT
Strategic Entity View
(Key-based) situation id (FK) situation id (FK)
DoD Enterprise Data Model
Presented in IDEFIX Format

POLITICAL EVENT ECONOMIC EVENT

situation id (FK) situation id (FK)

SITUATION-GUIDANCE GUIDANCE

guidance id (FK) -

ORGANIZATION-SITUATION ORGANIZATION
situation id (FK) organization id

organization id (FK)

p
SITUATION-LOCATION LOCATION
situation id (FK) •.location idt

location id (FK) &f

ACTION-SITUATION
ACTI1ON

siftuation ld (FK)
action id (FK)aci n d
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C.3 INTERSECTING ENTITY DESCRIPTIONS

The strategic level data entity categories shown earlier as "data buckets" in Section 6 are

related to each other in a many-to-many fashion, i.e., many items of one "bucket" can be related

to many of another. Intersecting entities make it possible to relate each specific item of data

captured in one entity with a specific related item of data in another, along with the purpose of

each relationship. The actual data representing each data item are generally in a constant state

of change; and for purposes of conducting "business" in the Department of Defense, we need to

monitor specific items of data in the context of their relationships with other specific items of

data and possibly take action if pre-defined conditions or events occur. The ability to do this

represents a vital link to "business" activities because a majority of defense "business" activities

are heavily involved in tracking multiple items of data. This requires the use of the data tracking

and association function facilitated by the intersecting entity of a data model.

Keeping track of specific items of data and the purposes of their relationships with other

specific items makes it possible to develop information, and ultimately through continuous audit

and analysis to formulate knowledge. Furthermore, this capability is the key to more effective

and efficient use of the Department's forces and assets.

From a data model development perspective, intersecting entities are required as the first

step to additional detail in the model. The following descriptions illustrate the business purposes

supported by three intersecting entities at the strategic level of the DoD Data Model.
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Intersecting Entity: AGREEMENT - GUIDANCE

Purpose: AGREEMENTs will be established and monitored according to the
GUIDANCE used to set the conditions and terms of the AGREEMENTs.
GUIDANCE will conform to the terms of existing AGREEMENTs and
may identify the requirement for new AGREEMENTs or changes to
existing AGREEMENTs. Availability of host-nation support established
through treaties and AGREEMENTs (e.g., NATO, SEATO) must be
part of the integrated PLANning, requirements, and policy GUIDANCE
process for each scenario. For example, support needs may be fulfilled
through programmed US CAPABILITY(ies), mobilization of US assets,
or specific AGREEMENTs with other nations. National security policy
GUIDANCE must identify the needs for and the boundaries of
international AGREEMENTs, emergency authorities, and political-
military constraints. The National Security Strategy of the United States
and the National Security Decision Directives are the top level
GUIDANCE that emerge from this activity. The defense leadership
must respond to national security GUIDANCE by developing
recommended defense GUIDANCE through global and regional military
objectives; by preparing, assessing and recommending strategic military
options; by identifying major missions for the DoD; and by
recommending GUIDANCE on required host-nation support
AGREEMENTs. Subordinate elements of the Department must issue
GUIDANCE for their areas of responsibility.

Attributes: guidance id #
agreement id #

Associations: AGREEMENT
Purpose: Each AGREEMENT requires specific GUIDANCE that
implements the conditions and terms of the AGREEMENT.

GUIDANCE
Purpose: GUIDANCE is provided to establish the conditions and terms
of new or modifications to existing AGREEMENTs.
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Intersecting Entity: ORGANIZATION - FUND

Purpose: Each ORGANIZATION is responsible to identify and acquire the
financial resources (FUNDs) necessary to acquire other categories of
assets to accomplish its assigned responsibilities (missions) as identified
in its PLANs and programs. The acquisition of FUNDs (through budget
processes) is necessary in order to acquire other types of assets. FUND
acquisition involves the detailed reconciliation of one or more
ORGANIZATION requirements to include the assessment of available
goods and services, acquisition of technology and developmental items,
purchasing, manufacturing, integrating and testing, and any preparation
necessary to ensure delivery of a usable asset through the asset
distribution systems (e.g., personnel, equipment). FUNDs must be
assigned to units and ORGANIZATIONs in accordance with peacetime
and mobilization authorization/ distribution PLANs. Departmental-level
asset managers will interact with subordinate elements to ensure optimum
FUND assignments within available constraints and replenishment
capabilities. For FUNDs, this must be accomplished through the
mechanisms of command operating budgets, funds authorization, and
execution reporting. FUNDs may be assigned to ORGANIZATIONs
such as active or reserve units or to inactive status (e.g., Individual
Ready Reserve, standby, or retirees for personnel) or earmarked for
positioning or separation activities.

Attributes: fund id #
organization id #

Associations: FUND
Purpose: A FUND provides the means for one or more
ORGANIZATIONs to acquire, maintain, and develop physical assets and
personnel and to assess and provide its programmed CAPABILITY(ies).

ORGANIZATION
Purpose: An ORGANIZATION utilizes FUNDs to acquire, maintain,
and develop physical assets and personnel and to assess and provide its
programmed CAPABILITY(ies).
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Intersecting Entity: ORGANIZATION - LOCATION

Purpose: ORGANIZATIONs have responsibilities for activities and assets
positioned at LOCATIONs in their areas of responsibility in anticipation
of, or response to, SITUATIONs. Considering the assessments of the
SITUATIONs (world, regional, and local), PLANs and programs will
designate ORGANIZATION and asset LOCATIONs. The status and
LOCATION of US ORGANIZATIONs (including forces) and resources
must be constantly monitored to provide the NCA and military
commanders with a reliable, timely understanding of US
CAPABILITY(ies), as well as to comply with Congressional reporting
requirements and the GUIDANCE of Public Law. Status reporting may
be increased, as necessary, in crisis and war. Global weather, terrain,
and oceanographic conditions of many LOCATIONs must be
continuously tracked to support ORGANIZATION's operations at
current and potential LOCATIONs. Based on ORGANIZATION
monitoring activities, GUIDANCE may require ORGANIZATIONs to
reposition themselves or some of their assets to new LOCATIONs.
PLANs and programs control the distribution and LOCATION of all
assets within the Department to ORGANIZATIONs, units, or to specific
inventories. PERSONnel, MATERIEL, FUNDs, FACILITY(ies), and
REAL ESTATE assets are assigned to units and ORGANIZATIONs in
accordance with peacetime and mobilization authorization/distribution
PLANs.

Attributes: location id #
organization id #

Associations: LOCATION
Purpose: A LOCATION involved with one or more SITUATIONs wi'l
require ORGANIZATION response with the necessary assets in the
appropriate state of readiness.

ORGANIZATION
Purpose: An ORGANIZATION will be responsible for activities in
particular LOCATIONs and maintaining their assets in the state of
readiness dictated by the prevailing and emerging SITUATIONs.
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C.4 USING THE DOD STRATEGIC DATA MODEL TO RECONCILE OR DEVELOP

FUNCTIONAL AREA DATA MODELS

The following functional area data models illustrate the use of the DoD Strategic Data

Model. Four functional area views are described below to provide examples of how the Strategic

Data Model is to be used in support of model integration. The functional views illustrate the

corporate view of the functional requirements and make use of the DoD Strategic Data Model

in functional area modeling/reconciliation efforts. Each of the functional area views are provided

to demonstrate the links between functional area modeling efforts and the DoD Strategic Data

Model.!'

C.4.1 Using the DoD Strategic Data Model: CAPABILITY-NORM

The functional view illustrated in Figure C-7 demonstrates the use of four entities

described in the DoD Strategic Data Model and the addition of relationships to support the

requirement to capture information on the standard capabilities of ORGANIZATIONs,

MATERIEL, and FACILITYs.

The idea of normative capabilities for ORGANIZATIONs, MATERIEL, and FACILITYs

is captured through the use of three associative entities: ORGANIZATION-TYPE-

CAPABILITY-NORM, MATERIEL-TYPE-CAPABILITY-NORM, and FACILITY-TYPE-

CAPABILITY-NORM. These additional entities, and the attributes assigned, are of interest to

the functional area but are not shown in the DoD Strategic Data Model.

The following instance tables demonstrate the use of the CAPABILITY entity and the

capability norm entities. Table C-I illustrates the use of the entity CAPABILITY in this context.

As shown, capabilities are described and a unit of measure is assigned to each capability. For

example, capability number one (1) is "move earth" and is measured in tons per hour. Another

capability is "time into action" (applicable to an artillery unit) which is measured in minutes.

2V The functional area views presented are for illustration only. None of the views described
in this section have been validated or approved cross functionally in accordance with DoD 8320.1
series guidance.
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Figure C-7. CAPABILITY-NORM

capability-id capability- capability-unit-of-
description-code measure-code

1 move earth tons per hour

2 time into action minutes

3 move people persons

4 standard pallet load standard pallets
capacity

Table C-1. CAPABILITY EXAMPLES

CAPABILITY

Table C-2 illustrates how the ORGANIZATION-TYPE-CAPABILITY-NORM entity is

used to record the normative capabilities of various types of organizations. For example, the

following semantic sentences can be constructed from the information held under the entities:

a. The UK Field Engineer Troop is normally able to move 300 tons of earth
per hour.
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b. A UK Artillery Battery equipped with ABBOT 105-mm self-propelled (SP)
guns has a normal time into action of 1 minute.

c. A US Transportation Company equipped with 8-ton flat-bed trucks can
normally carry 250 persons or 60 standard pallets.

d. A US Field Artillery Battery equipped with 105-mm light guns has a

normal time into action of 3 minutes.

ORGANIZATION-TYPE-CAPABILITY-NORM

capability-id organization-type-id capability-
norm-quantity

1 org-type-id 27 300
(move earth) (UK Field Engr Troop equipped with

CET_ _

2 org-type-id 25 1
(time into action) (UK Arty Bty equipped with ABBOT

105-mm SP Guns)'_

3 org-type-id 33 250
(move people) (US Trans Co equipped with

8-ton Flat bed trucks) _

4 org-type-id 33 60
(standard pallet load capacity) (US Trans Co equipped with

8-ton Flat bed trucks)

2 org-type-id 29 3
(time into action) (US Field Arty Bty equipped with 105-

mm Lt Guns)_ _

Table C-2. CAPABILITY-NORM EXAMPLE

CET Combat Engineer Tractor (a UK-manufactured vehicle in service).

The ABBOT 105-mm SP is a self-propelled armored 105-mm Artillery Gun currently in
use in several NATO armies.

The 105-mm Lt Gun is a UK-manufactured light field gun currently in use in the UK
Parachute and Commando Forces and with elements of the USMC.
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C.4.2 Using the DoD Strategic Data Model: DOCUMENT

The functional view shown in Figure C-8 demonstrates the use of three entities described

in the DoD Strategic Data Model (PLAN, GUIDANCE, and AGREEMENT). Additional entities

of interest to the functional area include: one independent entity (DOCUMENT) and eight

dependent entities (DOCUMENT-MEDIA, DOCUMENT-ASSOCIATION, FORMATED

OUTPUT-SPECIFICATION, DOCUMENT-TYPE-DEFINITION, PLAN-DOCUMENT,

GUIDANCE-DOCUMENT, CONTRACT-DOCUMENT, and DRAWING).

OOCUMENT-MEDIA DOCUMENT OOa0A0IENTASOATION

doaaowmqfid W(TX)---i (Fig71 f~I~

-e- (F :(Z

- I

FORMAATE D43t •t T-qPECFICA )N00C"t'•VPE-.1EFIN MTMON

0--.d W/--- 1 - --

Figure C-8. DOCUMENT
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Functionally, this view shows two types of separations that are important to the

management of information within the functional area. First, there is a separation between

information about a DOCUMENT (i.e., data stored under DOCUMENT and DOCUMENT-

MEDIA) and the structure and format of a DOCUMENT (i.e., data stored under the entities

FORMATED-OUTPUT-SPECIFICATION and DOCUMENT-TYPE-DEFINITION). Second,

there is a separation between information about a specific type of DOCUMENT (e.g., PLAN-

DOCUMENT, GUIDANCE-DOCUMENT) and the content information which is stored under

the DoD Strategic Data Model entities PLAN, GUIDANCE, and AGREEMENT. Generally,

content information is included in a DOCUMENT. In addition, each DOCUMENT has a

specific structure and format which controls the associations between the parts of a DOCUMENT

(i.e., DOCUMENT-ASSOCIATION).

C.4.3 Using the DoD Strategic Data Model: LOCATION

Figure C-9 uses entities described in the DoD Strategic Data Model in a functional view

of the associations between LOCATION and FACILITY, MATERIEL, ORGANIZATION,

PERSON, and a functional level entity FEATURE. The preceding five entities represent primary

battlefield objects on which location information is required to be maintained.

Data on relationships is captured by the associative entities FACILITY-LOCATION,

MATERIEL-LOCATION, ORGANIZATION-LOCATION, PERSON-LOCATION, and

FEATURE-LOCATION. The associative entities provide the means to record the battlefield

object's position and status over time. Also note the category entity structure under LOCATION

which provides a robust means of identifying a battlefield object's position relative to a point,

line, area, or volume.

C.4.4 Using the DoD Strategic Data Model: FEATURE

The functional view shown in Figure C-10 demonstrates the use of two entities described

in the DoD Strategic Data Model (FACILITY and LOCATION) and the addition of four entities

of interest to the functional area: one (1) independent entity (FEATURE) and three (3)

dependent entities (GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE, MET-FEATURE (meteorological feature), and

CONTROL-FEATURE).
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Figure C-9. LOCATION

The functional view concerning FEATURE illustrates a number of points that are of

interest. First, entity names or labels can be both essential and misleading. For example,

without an appropriate definition of FEATURE, one could be lead to conclude that the data need

has something to do with features as in movies, faces, or athletic events.
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Second, even though the definitions of FEATURE, GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE, MET-

FEATURE, and CONTROL-FEATURE (shown below) are helpful in understanding the data

requirement, attribution of the entities reveals significant detail about the information stored under

each entity. Third, the relationships to existing strategic entities provide a richer context in

which to understand the functional area data requirements.
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Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST)). In cartography,
a feature is any object or configuration of ground or water represented on
the face of a map or chart.

c. MET-FEATURE: A condition pertaining to the atmosphere, such as
wind, temperature, air density, and other phenomena, associated to a
geographic location and to which military significance is attached.

d. CONTROL-FEATURE: Characteristics of military interest that may be
represented by a point(s), line(s), area(s), or volume(s), which are
associated with the conduct of military operations and which are located
by one or a number of points.

Generally, the functional view concerning FEATURE demonstrates that in linking a

functional view to the DoD Strategic Data Model, attention must be given to entity names, entity

definitions, attribute names, attribute definitions, the relationships between the entities that are

supported, and the metadata that describes the attributes. Given this information, functional area

modelers can determine how their functional area models can be integrated with the DoD

Strategic Data Model. As illustrated, functional area models can be integrated at many levels.

The DoD Strategic Data Model provides the single starting point for data integration across the

Department.
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APPENDIX D

DATA MODEL GLOSSARY
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